
Slapton  Neighbourhood Plan – Summary of issues raised in received Publicity representations 
 
This document summarises the main comments received by the Council on the Submitted Slapton Neighbourhood Plan. The full representations are available on 
request. 
 
Headline Results 
13 responses in total, 1 asking for a correction, 6 objections, 1 no comments, 5 general comments  

Respondent Comment Summary 

AVDC  Letter to examiner  

 Representation made on outstanding issues in relation to  

David Wright  Approach by the steering group  

 Consultation approach 

 Neighbourhood Plan housing evidence 

 Failed application for 18 Houses at Horton Road  

Alan Dugard  Failure top obtain housing need 

 Steering group conduct 

 Consultation approach 

Environment Agency  No detailed comments to make on the plan 

 Outlines the environmental constraints of the area 

Slapton Parish Council  Seek modification in relation to a mapping error 

Natural England  Seek modification to Policy SLP3 in relation to biodiversity 

Historic England  Would like to have seen more in relation to the conservation and enhancement of the historic 
environment 

Bluestone Planning Comments relate to:  

 Paragraphs 5.2, 5.7-5.12 and policy SLP1 

 Policy SLP2 and paragraphs 5.13-5.16 

 Policy SLP3 and paragraphs 5.17-5.20 

 Policy SLP4 and paragraphs 5.20-5.21 

Buckinghamshire County 
Council  

 Outstanding comments around Transport Strategy, Public Transport and Archaeology. 

Chasehart Ltd  Comments relate to Section 5, Vision and Objectives and site selection.  

Canal and River Trust  Objection relates to Policy SLP5, specifically; Lockside’, lock 30 of the Grand Union Canal. 



Objection relates to; 

 The boundary of the proposed lockside local green space is not clearly defined on the proposals 
map as it contradicts that shown in the background documents. 

 The proposed allocation of the lockside local green space is not in accordance with national 
planning policy. 

Anglian Water  General agreement for Policy SLP2 Housing Site Reservations and Policy SLP3 Village Hall and 
SLP4 Employment sites 

Andrew Brown  Plot 9a/9b – field opposite cottages 40-52 Horton Road 

 



9 February 2018 
 
      
 
Sent vie email to: Steve Carnaby; Associate Director of Intelligent Plans and Examinations (IPE) 
Ltd  at steve.carnaby@intelligentplans.co.uk  
 
Cc: Alec Packham, Chair of the Slapton Neighbourhood Development Plan steering Group, at  
alecpackham@googlemail.com  
 
 
      

Dear Mr Yuille,    
 

 

Submission of the Slapton Parish Neighbourhood Plan for Examination   

 

 
I am pleased to submit to you the draft Slapton Neighbourhood Plan (SPNP) for 
examination. As requested, a paper copy of all the Regulation 16 representations and 
submission documents have now also been posted.  
 
Aylesbury Vale District Council (AVDC) has worked closely with Slapton Parish Council 
(SPC) during the nearly two years that the plan has been prepared. SPC have also worked 
with consultants on specific parts of the evidence base. The AVDC commends SPC on a 
comprehensive and well thought out plan.  
 
The Slapton Parish Neighbourhood Plan (SPNP) is the emerging development plan for the 
Slapton Neighbourhood Area (covering the same area as the parish council) for the period 
2013-2033. On adoption it will form part of the Development Plan, which planning 
applications in that area will be assessed against. The Slapton Neighbourhood Plan 
(SPNP) is the emerging development plan for the Slapton Neighbourhood Area (covering 
the same area as the parish council) for the period 2013-2033. The SPNP has policies 
which look to shape development rather than make allocations, it has a reserve allocation 
for 12 dwellings and the plan overall has a design and community facility focus, in addition 
the plan proposes a settlement boundary and also looks to designate three areas of Local 
 

We commend the work the neighbourhood plan team put in to the plan through its final 
stages and their continued collaboration with AVDC. As a result AVDC believes that the 
requirements of the ‘basic conditions’ have been met in terms of: having appropriate regard 
to national policy, contributing to the achievement of sustainable development, being in 
general conformity with the strategic policies in the development plan, and being compatible 
with human rights requirements and EU obligations.  

 

However AVDC does still have some outstanding concerns that we would wish to raise with 
the Independent Examiner to consider potential modifications to the plan. These 
outstanding concerns are detailed in Appendix A, table 1.  
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Further Comments 

 

 

For some background context for Aylesbury Vale & Slapton Parish.  

 

Adopted Aylesbury Vale District Local Plan (AVDLP) 2004 

 

Aylesbury Vale’s planning policy framework used to be set out in the AVLDP. the direction 
from the Secretary of State setting out which AVDLP policies are saved are available from 
here https://www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/sites/default/files/page_downloads/SOS-saved-
policies-direction.pdf these form the adopted policies which the Neighbourhood Plan should 
have regard to.  

 

Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan  

 

The Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan (VALP) is the emerging plan for the district which aims to 
meet the need for over 27,000 new homes in the Vale by 2033, half of which are either 
already built or have planning permission. 

 

The VALP Proposed Submission  has recently finished  its submission consultation. AVDC 
aims to submit the submission version of the plan to the planning inspectorate in February.  

 

The VALP does not make any allocations in the parish of Slapton and regards Slapton as a 
smaller village under the proposed settlement hierarchy and as such small scale 
development is expected to come forward through neighbourhood plans or the 
development management process.  

 

 

 

Planning applications in the parish awaiting determination 

 

• 18/00315/AOP  - land to the south-east of  40 - 52 Horton road, Slapton - outline planning 
application for a residential development of up to 9 dwellings with all matters reserved . 
Application received 25.01.2018 pending 

• 17/04828/APP - Grove Lock Marina Leighton road Slapton - retrospective planning 
application for regularisation of 54 narrow boat moorings from currently approved 35. 
Application received 21.12.2017. Pending 

 
In conclusion, the Local Planning Authority would reiterate its support for the Slapton 
Neighbourhood Plan, and the work undertaken to reach this stage.  We hope the 
examination stage can be progressed as soon as possible and pending the outcome of the 
Examination that we can move to the referendum stage. We look forward to hearing from 
you in regards to the next stages, particularly for whether a hearing day will be necessary. 
 
If you have any further questions please do not hesitate to contact me.  

 
 

Yours sincerely 

 
Charlotte Stevens 
Planning Policy Manager 

 



Appendix A. Table 1; AVDC’s outstanding Concerns 
 

Section 
of the 
Plan 

Comment 

p.12 
para 3.4 

Outstanding concern:  
the test of the basic condition (a)  is ‘having regard to national policies and advice contained in guidance issued by the Secretary of State 
it is appropriate to make the order (or neighbourhood plan). Basic condition (e) is ‘ the making of the order (or neighbourhood plan) is in 
general conformity with the strategic policies contained in the development plan for the area of the authority (or any part of that area)’. So 
they need to replace the first sentence in para 3.4 with the need to demonstrate ‘general conformity’ with the AVDLP and ‘have regard to’ 
the NPPF.   

p.13 
para 3.7 

the version of the VALP needs to be called ‘Proposed Submission’ not be confused with the Draft Plan which was the stage before in 
2016. 

p.13 
para 3.9 

need to clarify the reference to ‘two plans reaching their final stages’. This is probably referring to the neighbourhood plan and the VALP. 
But the VALP hasn’t even submitted yet so ‘final stages’ is not accurate – AVDC probably wont adopt VALP until Jan 2019 so almost a 
year to go. 

p.15 
para 
3.16 on 
Gypsies 
and 
Travelle
rs 

this section refers to the 2016 draft VALP and doesn’t reflect the proposed submission version of VALP, para 3.49-3.62 on pages 49-51 
and on pages 161-162 policy D10, where there have been minor modifications to the wording since the Summer 2016 draft version.   
 
Paragraph 3.16 does not reflect the latest needs assessment as detailed in the proposed submission VALP in the supporting policy text 
for S6 pages 49-52;  
As such they refer to the 2014 evidence base, however there has been a 2017 update study looking at a new definition of Gypsy and 
Travellers and also looks to 2033.  
 
Furthermore, the final sentence in relation to need, no longer reflects the latest position  as there is a need to find 8 new pitches by 2033 
for those who are known to meet the definition and a possible further 76 pitches for those unknown as to weather they meet the definition 
as set out by government.  
 
There is a typo in the Slapton plan line 6 para 3.16 it should be ‘2013 assessment not 2103 Assessment’. 

p.21 
para 
5.11 

also has that name ‘Draft VALP’ when it means ‘Proposed Submission VALP’ 

p.20 
SLP1 

Concerned that without defined settlement boundaries for the smaller settlements of Horton and Grove, requirement ii) potentially enables 
inappropriate development to come forward in important open areas which define its character and extend out into the countryside   
 
We would therefore like to propose the following modification in the absence of a settlement boundary;  
iii. in the case of Horton and Grove, proposals are confined to the infill of land between existing buildings on small plots that deliver up to 



five homes or to the redevelopment of existing footprint of buildings in the plot, and is located within the existing developed footprint of the 
settlement or is enclosed by existing built development. 
 

SPL1 The draft policy does not address the concerns raised at the pre submission stage. 
The plan is still not clearly indicating the boundary as drafted, the map lacks clarity required for decision making as set out in paragraph 
154 of the NPPF.   We question the clarity of the policy as written and would request that consideration be given to the following 
adjustments which would  enable the policy to accord with the requirements of paragraph 55 of the NPPF in relation to sustainable 
development of in rural areas: 
 

The neighbourhood plan defines a Slapton settlement boundary, as shown on the policies map. 
Proposals for small scale development within the parish boundary will be supported, provided that they accord with the 
development plan policies.  
 
Development proposals, other than for rural housing exception schemes, on land outside the Settlement Boundary will not be 
permitted in the countryside unless;  

I. In the settlements of Horton and Grove, proposals are confined to small scale housing development between existing 
buildings on small plots that deliver up to five homes or the redevelopment of existing buildings on the existing developed 
footprint.  

II. They promote the development and diversification of agricultural and other land-based rural businesses, including meeting 
the essential need for a rural worker to live permanently at or near their place of work in the countryside;  

III. It is through the re-use of redundant or disused buildings and will lead to an enhancement to the immediate setting;  or  
IV. the exceptional quality or innovative nature of the design of the dwelling. 
V. Such a design should: 

 be truly outstanding or innovative, helping to raise standards of design 
VI. more generally in rural areas; 

 reflect the highest standards in architecture; 
 significantly enhance its immediate setting; and 
 be sensitive to the defining characteristics of the local area, and; 

VII. They are consistent with development plan policies relating to the historic environment, heritage assets, landscape character and 
protecting the natural environment, or as otherwise provided for in the neighbourhood plan 

 
The policy as drafted does not allow for the exception set out in policy SLP3 for enabling development related to the village hall, nor does 
it allow for the village hall to be erected outside the settlement boundary. It also does not provide an exception for the employment policy 
SPL4. 
 

p.21 
Policy 

Outstanding concern; the policy does not make clear that this is a total figure and whether it would be equally split between the 2 sites. 

 



SLP2 In addition, the first bullet which says land for a development of 12 dwellings will be released if ‘The adopted Local Plan requires a greater 

number of new homes to be met in Slapton village’ lacks clarity for decision makers – the proposed submission VALP says it doesn’t 

need anything allocated at Slapton and no housing numbers are assumed to be coming from there  in the strategic housing target other 

than already completed and committed development. Maybe what the policy is trying to say if the ‘Review of VALP for the plan period 

post 2033’ requires further growth at Slapton then this land can come forward’. This would of course need the VALP Review to go 

through all of its stages including tested at examination and is perhaps premature. 

 

We again wish to raise concerns relating to the access and highways safety aspects of the scheme should this come forwards. We would 

ask that this policy be amended to include the caveat that development is subject to  a satisfactory highways access being provided.  

 

We would again like to raise the issue of Sustrans, and that the development should seek to integrate this into any proposal. 

 

We would also ask that, the requirement for a net gain in biodiversity should include the wording “ where possible” to properly reflect 

paragraph 109 of the NPPF. 

 

We also believe that any impact on heritage assets and their setting should also be taken into consideration, in the absence of any 

generic development policies that cover such issues;  

 

IV. The scheme has special regard to preserve or  enhance  the significance, architectural or historic character of any heritage asset and 

their setting 

 

 

p.22 
SLP3 

We believe that as written this fails to adequately protect undesignated heritage assets, and would not reflect the statutory duty and the 

NPPF. We should therefore like to propose the following modification for consideration:  

 

 iii) The scheme has full regard to sustaining and enhancing the significance of any designated heritage assets and their setting 

 

To be changed to;  

 

iii) The scheme has special regard to sustaining and enhancing the significance of, architectural or historic character of any heritage 

asset and their setting. 

 



 

In addition, we would request the modification of iv. As it stands, the plan fails to explain what is regarded as  ‘sufficient car parking’ 

therefore making unclear to decision makers and open to interpretation with regards to what would be regarded as sufficient and which 

standards are to be applied. VALP Policy T5 says we will have new standards in a new SPD to be prepared. But in the meantime it is still 

the adopted SPD 2002 car parking standards. We would therefore like to propose the following modification; 

 

 

iv. the scheme provides the required off-road car parking spaces to meet its needs in line with the adopted standards of the local plan. 

 

Additionally, we again wish to raise concerns relating to the access and highways safety aspects of the scheme should this come 

forwards. We would ask that this policy be amended to include the caveat that development is subject to a satisfactory highways access 

being provided. In addition we would also again like to raise the issue of Sustrans, and that the development should seek to integrate this 

into any proposal, we would ask for a modification of something such as the below to be considered;  

 

v. safe pedestrian access is made to serve the scheme; Proposals should include a strategy for improving pedestrian and cycle 

connections related to the development. This could include provision of internal cycleways and footpaths; 

 

we would raise an objection to the inclusion of requirement vi. as street lighting is not normally a matter for which planning permission is 

sought and as such we believe that this should be deleted from the policy unless it is meant to relate to the lighting arrangements within 

the development in which case the word street should be deleted.  

 

We would ask you please to refer back to our comments SLP1 on the settlement boundary and allowing for the village hall and enabling  

development  under viii. We would suggest that there would need to be further clarification under viii on the circumstances where this 

might be acceptable. 

 

we are additionally concerned that the requirement under X. appear to go beyond planning policy/ control as drafted.  We believe that this 

would greatly benefit from being modified so that a S106 will be required to secure the transfer of land to the parish council and any 

necessary financial contributions 

 

We would also seek to have a further modification to xi, so that there is an open book  viability assessment similar to draft VALP policy 

H2. “where an independently assessed open book viability assessment can demonstrate that 25%affordable housing cannot be 

delivered, the council may agree to a higher proportion of market housing within the site, if they meet the following criteria;  



a. the viability assessment must show that the scale of the market housing component is essential for the delivery of the maximum 

proportion of affordable housing on the scheme 

 

 

 

The final concern we wish to raise in relation to SPL3, is the trigger for affordable housing, at present we feel that this is not clear as to 

when it will be required? 

 

p.23 
SLP4 

We are concerned at the potential implications of SPL4 as written, the Vale of Aylesbury Local plan regards Slapton as a smaller village 

under the proposed settlement hierarchy. It is by definition a smaller less sustainable village, “which has relatively poor access to services 

and facilities. It is expected that some small scale development could be accommodated at smaller villages without causing unreasonable 

harm. This level of development is also likely to help maintain existing communities.” As such we are concerned about the additional 

employment areas which have been incorporated into the plan since pre-submission. Initially this was restricted to the equestrian centre 

and the marina, and at submission the plan incorporates in addition, Whaddon farm, the public house and the campsite. Whilst we 

support there desire to boost the local economy, we are concerned that this is an unsustainable location for significant level economic 

development to take place, we would therefore encourage the examiner to consider the following modification;  

 

Proposals that will lead to additional employment will be supported TO; Proposals that will lead to small scale additional employment will 

be supported….. 

 

 

In addition we would also again like to raise the issue of “sufficient parking” in policy requirement ii. And should like to propose the 

following modification;  

ii. sufficient parking is made for additional on-site car park; and TO: ii) parking is provided for additional on-site car park in accordance 

with adopted standards, unless a clear case can be made for why the proposal will result in fewer spaces being required 

 

 

We also believe that any impact on heritage assets and their setting should also be taken into consideration, in the absence of any 

generic development policies that cover such issues;  

 

IV. The scheme has special regard to sustaining and enhancing the significance of architectural or historic character of any heritage asset 

and their setting 



 

 

In addition, We would ask that this policy be amended to include the caveat;   

V. that development is subject to a satisfactory highways access being provided.  

 

We would also like to seek a modification to include the following in the policy to protect existing employment sites: 

 

VI. Proposals that result in the loss of an existing community facility or employment use will be resisted, unless it can be demonstrated 

that its continued use is no longer viable. This will require evidence that the property has been actively marketed, commensurate with its 

use, at an open market value for a period of at least 12 months. 

 

The second part of SLP4 would not be required if the suggested revisions to SLP1 are incorporated for . As drafted this is very open 
ended and could result in lack of clarity over what is or is not resisted. 

p.25 
SLP6 

We previously raised concerns at pre-submission relating to the specificity of this policy in relation to the areas.  
 
The major concern that AVDC raised at Pre-submission was a lack of generic development design policy. Whilst SLP6 is titled a design 
policy we believe that this relates more specifically to the character of development in the relevant character areas.  
 
The issue we have is a lack of a generic requirements for development at present SPL6 is unclear to the development management team 
as drafted and is considered to be widely open to interpretation, as it stands it is unclear what is being required, differentiation between 
requirements and descriptors was a significant issue raised at pre-submission. We therefore strongly suggest a modification of this policy 
to a more generic style, with a policy hook linking to the character areas either incorporated in the supporting text or as an addendum.  An 
example of this being done well in a recently made neighbourhood plan is Long Crendon 
https://www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/sites/default/files/page_downloads/Long%20Crendon%20Parish%20NP%20Post%20%20Examinati
on%20Version%20%2019-6-17.pdf Policy LC9, page 29.  
 
We therefore strongly propose the following modification to SLP6:  
 
 
Proposals for development will be supported provided that;  
 

 Proposals should be in accordance with the character areas set out in (either the supporting text or addendum)  

 Their scale, density, height, massing, landscape design, layout and materials, including alterations to existing buildings, have 
understood and reflected the character and scale of the surrounding buildings and of distinctive local landscape features; 

 Development should reflect the local vernacular of the surrounding character area;  

https://www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/sites/default/files/page_downloads/Long%20Crendon%20Parish%20NP%20Post%20%20Examination%20Version%20%2019-6-17.pdf
https://www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/sites/default/files/page_downloads/Long%20Crendon%20Parish%20NP%20Post%20%20Examination%20Version%20%2019-6-17.pdf


 Development positively contributes to the landscape in which it sits and is in harmony with the form and character of the Ouzel 
Valley catchment landscape character type and its settlements. 

 Proposals take full account of any relevant considerations concerning the historic environment and heritage assets in the area. 

 All new dwellings will be required to provide a safe access, footpaths, appropriate waste and waste water management, 
sewerage, water efficiency measures and appropriate surface water drainage. 

 Landscape schemes for residential developments should, include the planting of trees and/or hedges and the provision of private 
amenity space to the front and/or rear;  

 provision for off-street car parking spaces in accordance with adopted standards, unless a clear case can be made for why the 
proposal will result in fewer spaces being required; 

 
The specifics relating to each character area then could be moved into the supporting text or be moved to the end of the policy, however 
if it were to be incorporated into the policy it would make it exceptionally long and difficult for decision making.  
 
On heritage we are concerned that as the policy stands by focusing only on certain historic assets they may cause unintended impacts on 
those which have been excluded from the policies. It is believed that the generic style of the policy above will seek to minimise this.  
 
In addition, there should be reference to design having to be of a ‘good ‘ standard to demonstrate the plan has had regard to national 
policy NPPF para 56. It is more than reflecting local character, the standard of design has to be good. 

p.29 
Appendi
x A. 

the Settlement Hierarchy was also reviewed in 2016 and 2017 each of those superseded the 2015 one. Change date to 2017 
The Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan should be referred to as ‘VALP Proposed Submission’ not ‘Final Draft’ 
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David Wright Reg.16 Representation to the Slapton NP 
 

From: xxxxxxxxxx  

Sent: 11 January 2018 12:07 

To: Planning Policy 

Cc: Buller, Stephanie 

Subject: FW: Slapton Neighbourhood Plan  

 

I wish to comment on the plan. 

I am a resident of Slapton Village and a parish councillor. I have been a councillor since 2011 including being a past 

deputy Chairman. 

The key points I wish to make are as follows:- 

The formation of a Neighbourhood Group (NG) Steering Committees (SC) started of well with a considerable number 

of residents involved. Over time people left became disillusioned felt that the key people involved were of a consensus 

of how they wished to see the parish/village develop or not over the foreseeable future. What was very clear there was 

a NIMBY approach an anti employment position trying to be very restrictive. 

It became apparent to many that the developing NP was being led by AVDC planners it was their view of what Slapton 

was is and what it will be in the future. Every time questions were asked at PC meetings the response was always the 

merging NP plan was in line with AVDC‘s ideas. As you are aware AVDC do not have an approved Local Plan (LP) 

and have failed twice to get one approved. So the response is always “saved policies from the 2004 LP are to be 

used, despite at numerous planning appeals that position has been over ruled by an Inspector. Numerous 

conversations between SG members AVDC’s planners and the retained planning Consultant have taken place and 

there is no known record of what was discussed, said etc. it is all anecdotal. The retained planning consultant was 

recommended by AVDC and we were advised by AVDC to use him no alternatives were provided, is that proper? 

Again the standard response to questioning of the consultant is “it is AVDC policy” I thought this was supposed to be 

our NP not AVDC’s. It suited the SG as it tracked what they wished to see. 

A questionnaire was constructed which was in the opinion of not just me but many others in the village that did not 

offer all the alternatives that were available for houses, a new village hall, employment in short it was not a collection 

of all the facts, all the options that in my opinion and many others should have been presented to the parishioners in 

an open and transparent manner. Indeed residents attended some PC meetings and publicly made these comments 

saying the questionnaire was steering people to an opinion without knowledge of all the options. That is why a 

considerable number of households did not return their questionnaire form and also made it quite clear if they had 

been aware of some of the alternatives they would have completed the form differently. In short it was in the main the 

views of the project group hence the weighted questionnaire. 

One of mine and other resident’s complaints was the negativity towards people who work in the village and within the 

parish, who commute in every day. The plan before you I believe refers to 80 in truth it is more like 150 to 200 the SG 

know this. In the booklet “a guide to neighbourhood planning” pages 22 and 23 it makes reference to including the 

wider community. I repeatedly brought this up at PC meetings this was not happening and was wrong. One councillor 

publicly made it quite clear if they did not live in the village they should not have a say (he was one of the councillors 

who voted for the NP in its present form). For a parish of our size it is a very significant work force (even if it was 80). 

Repeatedly requesting that the SG should make every effort to include all the workers they claim they have, they did 

not. There are two major employers in the parish I will give an example of the one in the village itself. Interguide Group 

they own a 290 acre New Bury farm which includes one of the most prestigious Equine centres in the country and also 

run from the offices some thing like 21 other companies. So there is a mixture of jobs from the obvious equine ones, 

office workers, accounts, marketing, management, maintenance teams, catering staff a Vetinary practice with 

partners, nurses and office staff. A number of them need to be near to where they work sick animals need 24/7 

attention plus many events go on into the late hours and weekends. Many would like to live near where they work. The 

landowner/business owner complained that he and his staff in particular had never been approached properly and 

quite some time ago he challenged the findings of the research done by the SG and the questionnaire. That site alone 

has 60+ full time and another 45 part time workers the SG claimed he had never responded or gave them any 

bullers
Cross-Out



information. That was proved to be incorrect and a letter he had provided to the then Chair of the SG was found then it 

was claimed it did not arrive before the “cut off date” so it was not considered. More recently as things have come to 

the boil it has been acknowledged that they had read the date wrong by a year! Never the less it was ignored. The 

basis of it was local housing need he had made the effort to speak to his and others staff at the site and had 31 staff 

respond positively, some were couples, all wishing to register an interest in being able to rent or purchase in the 

village. When this was discussed very recently at a PC meeting the current Chair of the SG response was 

parishioners did not want houses built for rent and because of their age and income stream he had researched 

housing in Leighton Buzzard for rent and sale that was suitable for them. I know of others who wish to move into the 

village that also provide work currently to locals. 

I also don’t think the idea of an envelope around the village is correct as in the plan two brown field sites fall outside of 

that proposed boundary. AVDC’s own policy is against envelopes around villages. The purpose of the envelope is to 

stop development. One site is New Bury Farm and the other is Hill Farm Horton Road where there used to be a brick 

works with all the related buildings including a chimney plus some cottages, all demolished never the less brown field. 

Many of us in the parish feel that the SG should have carried out a Housing Need survey as part of there information 

gathering not only due to the current number of workers commuting in each day but from the residents as well. The 

PC a few years ago did a parish survey when some affordable homes were built in the village. It showed a 

considerable number of young adults still living at home others having children now married wishing to move back to 

the village so Grand Parents could assist the working parents and the working parents could be near to their ageing 

parents from memory there was 34 on the list at that time. The SG with advice from the consultant who has advised 

them they do not need to do this I personally think that is wrong. 

I don’t wish to go on and on I am very disappointed how the proposed plan has been produced it will be claimed they 

did contact all Landowners, businesses no they did not. They were repeatedly advised by our District Councillor to 

ensure they made contact in writing preferably by registered post they chose to ignore that advice. Members of the PC 

have repeatedly requested written evidence to demonstrate ALL landowners etc. had been formally contacted they did 

not do this nor make any effort to provide questionnaires or involve employees until the 11
th
 hour when I discovered 

they had not even gone to Smiths Transport a very substantial employer in the parish and I volunteered to take some 

flyers printed as a card and personally spoke to the owners who confirmed no one had ever been in contact with them. 

If there is any further questions or information I can supply please don’t hesitate to contact me 

Yours sincerely 

 

David Wright 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Appendix  

Appendix A: Slapton Neighbourhood Plan Housing Evidence 
 

AVDC Officer Note: all personal emails and names listed in cc’s have been redacted in line with privacy 

regulations 

 

From:  

Sent: None 

To: Sean Gough 

Subject: RE: FW: Slapton NP: housing evidence 

 

Sean, 

I have recently printed off the “Diary Entries” of the minutes meetings and taken the time to read them carefully. There 

are a number of concerns I have. First my submissions/emails to you with a copy to the PC Clerk making it quite clear 

to the Clerk and your self they were formal and did adhere to the protocols for residents to be able to have their 

concerns registered and at the very least recorded and discussed by the Steering Group with an explanation or at 

least some feed back. One does not have to fill in a form to make a formal submission. 

The recent submission from Mrs. Griffin’s agent is no surprise to me as I had tried to advise publicly on many 

occasions that there was an alternative to the proposed site for a new village hall that was being offered free in 

exchange for support for more housing on the said land. Even when the application for houses was presented to the 

PC by her agent I again forewarned that this was phase 1 of three phases and that over a protracted telephone call 

with her agent he admitted that to me. Hence her agents submission re the merging NHP. I have to say personally it 

has a lot of merit and should be publicly discussed involving all parishioners. The chances of the new village hall site 

adjacent to the church ever coming of are receding fast in my opinion. It should have been in the Questionnaire. 

The other issue that comes out of reading these minutes is no where ever when site 13’s are being discussed re site 

selection etc. or the then pending planning application outcome is there any exposure (particularly from the then two 

PC members involved) of the very generous gift from Interguide Group to have 9 of the houses put into a trust this had 

been formally achieved with a legally binding document outlining how the trust would operate and who would be the 

initial trustees. All subject to planning approval of course. I can not find any reference to that element of the 

application, no one appears to have asked for a copy of the document (it was in the public domain) to understand the 

conditions and how it would operate for the benefit of Slapton with a description of how the points system worked. Did 

you ever ask to see the document As Chair? I find it very worrying why it was never discussed or that information was 

not included in the questionnaire for every one in the parish to see, I am sure it would have had a significant impact on 

peoples opinion towards that site. It has provoked lots of comment much of a very negative nature in the village 

particularly those who had asked for their names to be on the list for consideration, which was 35+ ranging in age from 

25 to 80+. 

Phipps land/sites again reading the minutes not once has Virginia been asked or declared an interest and has never 

left the meeting (unlike the Skilling’s in fairness did when the Marina was being discussed) there is a blatant conflict of 

interest with a pecuniary element too which is serious, Madeline is a very close friend along with Brian they spend 

many hours on a weekly basis down at the Phipps also Brian being Chairman of the PC he has never declared an 

association friendship (like I was complained about to AVDC ) I got censured not for any pecuniary interest but 

because it could be construed that my friendship with Alan could be misinterpreted by members of the public. It 

appears to me that the Phipps are given preferential status. Be it on the land leased for a new Village hall, garden 

plots, and the solar farm which could be another commercial site? or for housing all in their ownership. The time it has 

taken to get nowhere re village site, garden plots (all discussions have been exclusively with Brian/ Madeline in the 

back ground) we the community are being strung out where there is no need for this at all. It has taken Brian nearly as 

long as it took to beat the Germans in WW2, as it has to get no where why? Has no one queried this? It is pretty 

obvious to me why. 



 

SLP5 I can not believe that AVDC or any invigilator will allow The Lodge and Whaddon Farm industrial park to be 

erased just because people in the village don’t want any more industrial growth there! It’s a reality they are major 

employers who pay substantial business rates to AVDC this is NIMBY at its worse. 

There are many other points I could raise through reading the minutes of your meetings but based on my original 

email to you and the follow up ones primarily linked to the four key items I have written to you about. As the PC 

continues not to get its act together and there is no meeting this Wednesday may be you could try and respond to my 

four items I have written to you about? This could reduce the time we spend at our next PC meeting. You may not 

agree with my point of view that is fair enough but I do believe I am entitled to a response from you. 

Best regards 

David 

 

From: Sean Gough  

Sent: 13 March 2017 12:21 

To: dwright 

 

Subject: Re: FW: Slapton NP: housing evidence 

Thank you for your email David. I note that you have decided not to make formal feedback. I have already put your 

point about a Housing Needs Assessment to our consultant, Neil Homer (copied here), and will ensure that this point 

is revisited as part of the process of assessing the input we have received.  

Regarding Smiths, they have not contacted me directly, but there may be input in a form sent to the Clerk via the Hall 

postbox that I have not seen yet. 

I have spoken to Mr. Hill who says he might (no plans as yet) have a future requirement to convert an existing building 

to one unit of accommodation for a farm worker. Like you I can see merit in this and imagine, without having checked, 

that AVDC would support this as well. I advised him to make this point via a feedback form so we can establish 

whether there is anything in the current Plan that would make this impossible for him (I don't think there is) and 

whether we want to mitigate that as a result. I explained that the Plan currently supports conversion of existing 

agricultural buildings for light/clean commercial purposes.  

Best regards, Sean 

 

On 10 March 2017 at 11:50, dwright  wrote: 

Sean, 

Although I promised to down load the form to formally register my concerns on reflection I don’t see the point as I have 

already written formally, via the Clerk of the Parish Council and to you as Chair of the steering Group. What I have 

written previously still is my personal view plus I can add update you on recent conversations with two of Landowners 

Smiths Transport and Hill Farm. As far as Bury Farm goes I do not know if you have had a response directly from 

them or not? 

Smiths of Tring did make many of their employees aware and handed out the cards Melinda supplied to me. The feed 

back from James Smith is there was an amount of apathy; comments such as “there are no houses in Slapton we can 

afford, there are no suitable properties to rent, we have growing families embedded in their current communities such 

as Tring and the surrounding area with children in schools etc. for families not an ideal place to live in comparison to 

Tring or Berkhamsted as an example”  

Hill Farm, Tom and Sue are concerned as a young family making their way trying to develop a sustainable business 

are aware that within their holding is the old brick works that had numerous buildings and in the past some cottages a 

“Brown Field Site” with future potential for housing development particularly with National Government proposing in an 



amended NPPF that brown field sites have to be prioritized for development in a statutory manner. I personally think 

they have a valid point and any invigilator should be aware and take it into account when doing the review as should 

AVDC. In my view the site has much merit. 

 David 

 

 

From: dwright  Sent: 13 February 2017 11:23 

To: 'Sean Gough' 

Cc:  

 

Subject: RE: Slapton NP: housing evidence 

 Sean, 

I will do as you advise and down load the form. Speaking to James Smith it was interesting to hear his views and his 

reasons for selecting and purchasing land at Whaddon Farm to be the site for their operations. Location and the 

encouragement and support from AVDC to move there he made it quite clear their future plans are to grow the 

business. As he pointed out moving from Hertfordshire to Bucks into the AVDC district results in a significant 

additional revenue stream via the business rates into AVDC’s coffers. As an aside between Whaddon Farm site and 

Bury farm alone they produce rates to AVDC of around the £200k mark annually, a significant sum. Both these large 

operations have been awarded all the planning permissions required to operate that is why find it quite extraordinary 

AVDC’s attitude to future development within the parish. The consequences of their actions (which I approve) is jobs, 

work, commerce that requires their planning department to act accordingly in forward planning such as their merging 

Local Plan. 

Melinda has dropped off a bundle of the printed cards which I have promised to deliver to all the companies at 

Whaddon Farm site I am not sure how well this will distill down to all the employees we will have to see, it is a pity 

they were not advised and involved at the beginning of this process so they could have had a questionnaire, albeit one 

modeled for the 150+ employees working in the parish who do not live in the parish, as don’t the majority of the 

business owners, never the less their actions have a major impact on the community. 

David 

  

 

From: Sean Gough   

Sent: 12 February 2017 20:12 

To: dwright 

Cc:  

 

Subject: RE: Slapton NP: housing evidence 

  

Dear David 

You make a number of interesting points and l suggest the best way forward is if you make a formal submission as 

part of the consultation process using the form provided for that purpose (can be printed from the NDP website ). 

There will be a gap of approx 1 month after the end date for comments and the following (April) PC meeting, so plenty 

of time for the Steering Group to consider your input, respond and for debate within the PC as well.  With best 

regards, Sean 

  

 



 

On 10 Feb 2017 13:30, "dwright" : 

Sean, 

Thank you for your e-mail which includes Neil’s response back to you which is helpful. 

Case law is evolving all the time- the Great Horwood decision doesn’t really address the issue I was specifically 

talking about although it is very useful on a number of other Neighborhood Plan points. 

It is interesting to see that the Housing White Paper published two days ago effectively signals a further change in 

direction on this issue. In advising that in future the Governments intention is that the LPA will be required to provide 

housing requirement figures to Steering Groups where they need the figures to progress the drafting of their 

Neighborhood Plan anyway – thus removing the debate over the issue about whether a housing cap is consistent with 

the NPPF or not (and also removing the opportunity to disagree over the needs assessment methodology – if it makes 

its way into national policy / guidance, that is. 

I still strongly feel that pages 22-23 of the booklet A Guide to Neighborhood Planning have not been satisfied by the 

Steering Groups endeavors. In addition are AVDC planners not aware of or choosing to ignore the fact that within our 

parish there is an exceptional level of employment now and is still growing. It has been high for some years but with 

the relative recent addition of Smiths Transport at Whaddon Farm site it has exponentially grown and is planned to 

grow even more. On figures produced by one of your sub committees demonstrated that at Bury Farm there are 

currently 50+ full time employees working for various companies all part of the Interguide Group (it is their HQ) in roles 

as diverse as accountants, marketing, administration, maintenance, catering and all of the various disciplines required 

to service the needs of one of the UK’s largest equine centre’s. In addition there are 30-40 plus part time and 

contractors used for approximately 6 months of every year at big events and other duties. In addition there is Chiltern 

Equine Vetinary Practice with a number of partners, equine nurses and admin staff. They are carrying out procedures 

on sick animals that require 24/7 attention they ideally need to live very local. The activities at Bury Farm require staff 

to be working over an extended time period from early mornings to late at night. Smiths of Tring at Whaddon Farm 

have a similar number of permanent staff to Bury Farm plus there are more to come as they complete their move from 

Tring plus an additional group of workers who are contracted to drive, teach and other related activities that would 

almost double their work force. A lot of the work requires unsocial hour working, another reason to live close by. I have 

been and met James Smith who is co owner with his brother Stuart of the business following the death of their father. 

He was totally unaware of a merging NP no one had ever spoken to them to explain what was going on. Following my 

conversation/meeting with him he felt it was essential that his work force should be consulted as some of them were 

looking to move closer to their work place for numerous reasons also their plans for their operations at Whaddon farm 

included growth, workshops etc. I promised him I would make the PC aware of this which I have done. There are 150+ 

full time jobs in the parish I am being very conservative as I believe it is nearer 180 that is without the self employed 

and other activities employing people such as Grove Lock pub, Grove Lock marina, Hill Farm, the Agricultural repair 

and sale of agricultural equipment to name just four activities. I grapple to understand how this existing level of 

employment on an upwards growth curve can be totally ignored by AVDC in particular I thought that was what future 

planning was all about. Are AVDC working with out dated information? I can understand the NIMBY reaction of many 

residents I don’t agree with them but they have a right to their view but surely planning for the future and future 

housing needs not to take into account what in reality is happening around us at present can not be right. In addition 

at some stage we surely have to consult with neighboring parishes (like Eddlesborough have done with us) to get their 

feedback. A good example is the business units beginning to appear just the other side of the Train Robbers Bridge 

and the planning application for a 200 + marina just outside Horton on the Ivinghoe side there is going to be an impact 

on Slapton parish. 

My personal opinion is AVDC should be getting to grips with the reality of the situation and considering what needs to 

be done to make Slapton more sustainable (what ever that means) and accommodating and working with business, 

employers and landowners to support and encourage growth and more jobs, is that not Government policy? 

 David 

 

 



From: Sean Gough  

Sent: 09 February 2017 17:15 

To:  

Cc: xxxxxxxxx,xxxxxxx 
Subject: Fwd: Slapton NP: housing evidence 

Dear fellow Councillors 

I have heard back from our consultant Neil Homer regarding a Housing Needs Assessment and his answer is shown 

below. In his opinion there is no requirement for such an assessment in Slapton Parish's case. 

Regards, Sean 

  

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: Neil Homer  

Date: 9 February 2017 at 11:26 

Subject: Slapton NP: housing evidence 

To: Sean Gough  

Thanks Sean. 

Your colleague has been poorly advised by a consultant that does not have the NP experience we have.  

There is a lot of mythology out there on what an NP must and must not do. There is no obligation to undertake a 

housing needs assessment but on occasions (not here) some form of assessment may be helpful – the specific 

methodology attached is flawed in any event and I discourage clients from using it. The Woodcock case has been 

selectively referenced and related to an NP that had taken a different approach to allocating housing sites in a 

different context. This same case was the one that spooked AVDC in late 2015 and has since been superseded by 

other case law (including at Great Horwood). 

We now have 35 NPs through examination, the vast majority of which have been made in very similar circumstances 

to the AVDC area (i.e. no up to date LP). Five of these have been in the AVDC area and two (Winslow and Great 

Horwood) have been tested by judicial review and/or planning appeals. There is no chance that your examiner will 

consider your plan anti-NPPF as you have reserved land for more housing, even though you were under no 

obligation to. Indeed, had you intended to allocate any more, the bigger danger was that it would be contrary to the 

NPPF and Local Plan by proposing too much development in an unsustainable, remote rural village! 

 Our approach is sensible and proportionate to the context and I have staked by professional reputation on it. Please 

therefore allay David’s concerns on this matter. 

 Best regards, 

 Neil 

 Neil Homer MBA MRTPI 

Planning Director RCOH Ltd 

Studio 106 

Westbourne Studios 

242 Acklam Road 

Portobello 

London W10 5JJ 

  



   

 

S: Neil Homer 

  

----  

Sean Gough 

mob:  

 

 

 

  



Appendix B. The failed application for 18 houses Horton Road with a number of units 

being put into a Trust fund 
 

AVDC Officer Note: all personal emails and names listed in cc’s have been redacted in line with privacy regulations 

 

From: dwright  

Sent: 08 January 2018 12:29 

To: 'Melinda Woof' 

Cc:  

Subject: The failed application for 18 houses Horton Road with a number of units being put into a Trust fund 

Melinda, 

I have been trawling through my e mail files and have attached some pertinent e mails that clearly demonstrate that 1/ 

The Steering group were aware of the intention to allocate a number of units into a Trust 2/ The minutes of the PC 

meeting of the 9
th
 of September 2015 clearly show the Trust was known about, also members of the public, prior to 

the meeting asked questions re the allocation and how was it going to be operated. 

You have consistently stated publicly that you were not aware and could never get sight of the relevant document. 

These attachments clearly show you that the information was in the public domain in the possession of the PC, AVDC 

planning department, the planning consultant acting on behalf of the developer and the Law Firm who produced the 

document. Mrs Godsland was aware of this our councillors were as were a number of the Steering Group. If a formal 

application had been made by the SC it would have been provided. 

As you well know I have consistently expressed my concerns that such an important opportunity for the parish was 

skimmed over and not considered material enough to expose to the community as a whole by the SG and the 

responses from various parties connected to the SG “they did not have enough information” they clearly did. I know 

from people who were originally involved with SG they were concerned and on the occasion when they tried to 

discuss this issue it was rejected (indeed some SG members left others formally resigned and I am aware of one who 

wrote to Sean explaining why expressing their concerns, Sean subsequently had a long conversation with the party 

that did not change anything) The SG’s own minutes never ever mention the trust element and the positives for the 

village unanimously supported by the PC at that time. 

When I have brought it up at PC meetings the response from some PC members (who are also part of the SG teams) 

is I am at best exaggerating or worse which I resent based always on the “information was not available” it was and 

the SG knew it was. 

I shall be submitting my concerns directly to the Planning Policy department at AVDC for the examiner to consider re 

our Neighbourhood Plan submission as which should not surprise you. 

David 

 

 

  



 

Appendix B.1 Attachment to email  

 

Hi David 

Please find attached a second copy which includes a few small adjustments from Brian.  

Kind regards 

Nikki 

 

Appendix B.1.1 – Minutes Sept 2015 

 

Minutes of the Meeting of Slapton Parish Council held at 8.00pm on 

Wednesday 9
th

 September 2015 in 

Slapton Village Hall 

 

Present: Cllrs. B. Williams, D. Wright, M. Cleland, A. Dugard and 14 members of the public 

 

Open Forum 

Before the open forum, Cllr Williams advised members of the public that they could raise issues during this time, but would not 

be able to speak subsequently. Only issues on the agenda would be discussed. 

1. There was a request from a resident to give the company who maintain the grass cutting on the Recreation 

Ground a key to the main gate.  

2. A resident asked if correspondence could be sent to relevant landowners asking them to trim back grass / and 

or hedging around road signs where it was not the Highways responsibility. 

Following on from this, Cllr Cleland’s work on the 30mph sign was thanked by another resident and they then 

agreed that the grass cutting would help. Cllr Dugard queried with the resident as to who was the current 

resident of a house in Horton where this problem was a current issue. 

3. A concern was raised by a resident in regards to traffic calming in Slapton and in specific, Horton Road and 

Horse Box Traffic. Cllr Williams stated that he did not feel horse boxes posed an issue and that AVDC are not 

recommending speed humps at present. It was suggested by the resident that an electric sign advising of speed 

be put in place. Cllr Dugard advised that this had previously been looked into and that the sign would only be 

a deterrent. Another resident expressed that the time frame of getting something in place was frustrating; due 

to the Horton sign taking over 18months, and suggesting that a bought one would be preferable. Cllr. 

Williams suggested that this issue be placed onto the agenda for October’s meeting. 

4. With reference to the planning application for 18 houses at the back of Horton Road a resident queried the 

difference between the first and second application. Cllr Dugard advised that there was a small change due to 

there being no legal way of accepting the application if it wasn’t social housing. Also advised that the car 

parking spaces had been changed. The resident expressed concern that there were not enough amenities. Cllr 

Williams advised that many residents would not be aware that, in terms of development in the village, there 

had already been a 25% increase in residents over the last 10 years. Residents involved in the Neighbourhood 

Plan that were present confirmed this. 

5. Following on from the above, a resident enquired of the process for applying for such housing; who would be 

eligible etc. Cllr Dugard stepped aside to discuss, advising that there is a committee set aside to discuss 

criteria and that a point system would apply. Advising also that there is a document set out that covers all. The 

same resident raised the issue of keeping the trustees consistent and Cllr Dugard explained that the PC would 

always be on the panel plus an independent lawyer. 

 

1. Apologies for absence   

Apologies were received from Cllr M. Norton 



 

 

2. Minutes from the meeting held on 8
th

 July 2015 

The minutes were approved 

 

3. Planning 

a) In relation to the planning application 15/01931/APP the demolition of the existing Village Hall and erection 

of a pair of semi-detached dwellings, Cllr Williams discussed the need to have a new hall and referenced the 

letter sent to the Parochial Church Council detailing such need. It was noted that the plans had been submitted 

with incorrect ownership and as such AVDC had been asked to make a slight modification but that this did not 

in any way affect the application. 

Cllrs all agreed to support the application 

b) With reference to the application for 18 houses and bungalows on the land at the rear of 40-52 Horton Road 

that had previously been approved by Cllrs. it was noted that there were slight changes to the application. Cllr 

Williams asked if the Cllrs. were still in agreement. Cllr Wright expressed a definite need for the housing. 

Cllrs. Agreed to support the application. Cllr Dugard was exempt from voting.  

 

4. Neighbourhood Action Groups 

There was no police presence on this occasion however, Cllr. Williams advised that he had spoken with the Community 

Officer at the Village Fete and was advised that there is still very much a presence in the village.  

 

5. Recreation Ground 

The resignation, which would take effect from the end of the year, of the current grass cutting was accepted and it was agreed 

that the Clerk would obtain the relevant quotes to fill the position from the end of the year going forward. 

 

6. Roads and Rail 

 

7. Village Report 

a) Cllr. Williams advised that there are currently 5 Councillors and that the Parish Council can have up to 7. The 

letter received from one resident interested in co-option was noted. At the time of the meeting the interest had 

been withdrawn due to other commitments – resident currently involved in the Neighbourhood Plan.  

Co-option of Melinda Woof was put forward by Cllr. Williams. This motion was carried by the Councillors 

present. 

b) Cllr. Cleland gave an update on the Neighbourhood Plan. Advising that the plan was being establish The 

steering groups are to be split into 4 task groups; Site Analysis, Green Issues, Design and Community 

Facilities. Task groups are to provide a report which will be made public. The cost of the plan was discussed. 

Cllr Williams advised he was in talks with the District Council. The possibility of the £7, 000 grant not being 

offered was pointed out. Parish Cllrs. agreed that the Plan could not be funded without the grant. Parish Clerk 

was asked to find out current position from AVDC. Cllrs. agreed that the Plan should be temporarily put on 

hold until confirmation has been received on the grant status. Cllrs. Wright and Dugard discussed what would 

happen if the Plan did not have professional support and whether other avenues could be pursued if this were 

the case. Cllr. Wright advised that in 2011 the process was started without professional support.  

c) It was confirmed that the first payment from Lightsource, who have planning permission for a solar farm at 

Church Farm, would be received in December.  

d) In regards to traffic calming in Horton Cllr. Cleland gave a brief update and advised that the MVAS had 

finally been fitted, facing oncoming traffic, on August 23
rd

. However, it was suggested that the sign was too 

close to the bend. It was advised that a bracket was available to enable the sign to be mounted on a lamppost 

and that it would be ideal to move the sign every 2 months and preferable to the centre of the village. Cllr. 

Dugard requested that Cllr. Cleland enquire as to what the average speed was before the sign went up. It was 

also suggested by Cllr. Dugard that a two week period with no illuminated sign be trialled in which the traffic 

was monitored and then monitored again once the sign was back in use to ascertain if the sign was affective. 

Cllr. Cleland agreed this would be useful if the PC were prepared to provide funding for this. 

Cllr. Cleland advised that a number of residents had reported that a small number of 30mph repeater signs 

needed replacing. It was asked that the Cllrs. look into this with the Highways Agency. 



In relation to the speed limit being extended to include 4 houses in the village that were unprotected and 

subsequently came under the 60mph zone, it was asked by Cllr. Cleland that this be revisited and the Parish 

Clerk look into sending correspondence regarding this matter again.  

e) It was advised by the Parish Clerk that Gerallt Griffiths no longer felt able to undertake the initial work in 

setting up the Slapton website. Parish Clerk to obtain interest from other parties again and report back at next 

meeting.  

f) Cllr. Williams discussed the need to have someone available to carry out small works in the village as and 

when required and suggested John O’Dwyer. A budget would be allowed for such works to be carried out. 

There were no objections and all Councillors were in agreement.  

 

8. District Councillors Report  

Apologies were given for no report on this occasion  

 

9. Accounts to 31.08.2015 

The Accounts were approved. 

 

10. Sanction to pay 

Sanction to pay was given to: 

Recreation ground inspection for July & August 2015   £25 (July)  £20 (Aug)  

Brayscape invoices for August     £250 & £75 

GreenAcres Recreation Ground Maintenance June – 3
rd

 August £668  

John O’Dwyer        £549.43 

Maggie Godsland       £208.35 

 

11. Consultation documents 

Parish Clerk to put an advertisement in the Villager for someone to undertake the initial set up of the Slapton 

website. 

 

 

 

 
 Draft. Minutes subject to approval at next Parish Council meeting.  

 

Appendix B.1.2: FW: Planning Application for 18 Dwellings 

 

> Subject: Planning application for 18 dwellings 

> From:  

> Date: Tue, 25 Aug 2015 20:56:42 +0100 

> To:  

 

>  

> Good evening,  

>  

> You will all be interested to know that the AVDC planning website has published a new application for 18 dwellings behind 

Horton Road. The ref no is 15/02081. 

>  

> At Sean's suggestion I have compared this new application with the previous one to identify key differences between the two. 

Briefly, I noted the following:  

> Slight change in layout to enlarge the access road and improve turning heads which involves altering alignment of some 

houses. 

> A new description of the site, previously it stated that part of the site was an old orchard and part cultivated. Now it describes 

the site part scrubland and part disused orchard which has recently been cleared. 

> Rewritten supporting documentation (Planning Statement) to counter concerns highlighted by the Case Officer which were 

given as reasons for refusal. It places greater emphasis on the services available to Slapton, including bus services, (route 162) 



which I was surprised to see described as hourly for five days a week. The timetable I found for Route number 162 certainly is 

not an hourly service. The application has 'scored' the provision of Services to deduce a figure which indicates a level of 

sustainability. This is, it states, the methodology used by the Local Authority known as a Settlement Hierarchy Assessment. I 

followed this lead and found that as well as our own Slapton Fact Pack, there is an AVDC Fact Pack. It is in this document that the 

method of attributing a 'score' to a Community benefit or service is explained.  

>  

> The Statement also advises, that in relation to a proposal to offer 30% affordable housing, reference is made to a 'Community 

Assistance Document' but doesn't say what or where this can be seen. There is no clear reference to a trust, but suggests that 

these will be retained for residents of Slapton under the control of a designation from the Parish Council. 

>  

> Consultee comments are beginning to appear and it is interesting to note that the County holds three historical records which 

suggest there may be archaeological finds in the area.  

>  

> I do recommend having a quick squint at the AVDC Fact Pack, as it contains some really fascinating stuff. It was quite humbling 

to look at one map and see just how much of Aylesbury Vale is in the lowest deprivation group when it comes to Services, and 

yes Slapton is in that group!  

>  

> Patience Skillings 

>  

>  

> Sent from my iPad 

 

  



Appendix C: Trust Document 
 

From: dwright  

Sent: 02 May 2017 17:10 

To: 'Melinda woof' 

Subject: trust document 

Melinda, 

I find it quite extraordinary that our own PC can mislay documents so easily and frequently. The fact that AVDC 

planners say they have no record of the document is derisory. I witnessed a conversation between Allan and the 

planning officer when she confirmed she had received the document and the covering letter from Clarke Barnes 

advising them if they had any queries to contact them. The planner at the time admitted she had not read the 

document over the telephone but it would go in the bundle for the planning committee. On the day of the meeting 

when questioned by Allan’s consultant the Officer admitted she had omitted it from the papers! The result it could not 

be discussed by the committee. 

I don’t remember a request I am sure Allan could have emailed you a copy immediately. The signed copy surely that 

can not be lost by the PC? 

I have copied you a letter from Clarke Barnes so that the Clerk can contact them and get a copy of the document that 

was signed by Brian and myself after approval of the PC, a unanimous approval. 

Allan is away in Wales a relative has died and he is sorting things out down there hence he is not around to provide a 

copy. A Hoy has one of course. 

Melinda on a completely different subject has Sean sold his house? Is he still a councillor? I keep hearing rumours. 

I would appreciate a call from you my mobile is 07785247789 on two sensitive subjects I don’t wish to go into print on. 

David 

 

Appendix C.1: Attachment AD-Land at Bury Farm 

 

>>see next page 
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From: Alan Dugard   

Sent: 22 January 2018 19:08 

To: Planning Policy 

Cc: Jeremy Flawn 

Subject: slapton plan 

Importance: High 

*word document attached 

Kind Regards, 

 

Alan Dugard 

Group CEO 

Telephone: 01525 222114 

 

 

Email:        alan@buryfarmestates.co.uk 

Websites:   www.belairhouse.co.uk   www.buryfarmestates.co.uk     www.thepenthouselondon.com 

 www.electricsocial.com  www.eastcoastsocial.co.uk 

The information transmitted is intended only for 

the person or entity to which it is addressed and 

may contain confidential and/or privileged 

material. Any review, re-transmission, 

dissemination or other use of, or taking of any 

action in reliance upon, this information by 

persons or entities other than the intended 

recipient is prohibited. If you are not the 

intended recipient please return it to us via e-

mail then delete it from your system. 

 

  

  

 

 

  
 

  
 

mailto:alan@buryfarmestates.co.uk
http://www.belairhouse.co.uk/
http://www.buryfarmestates.co.uk/
file:///C:/Users/bullers/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/J0TTQ7GM/www.thepenthouselondon.com
http://www.electricsocial.com/
http://www.eastcoastsocial.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/AylesburyVale
https://twitter.com/aylesburyvale
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aylesbury-vale-district-council


 

Dear sir/Madame 

I would like to object to the neighbourhood plan for the parish of Slapton. 

I have been a parish councillor within the parish of Slapton for approx. 6 years. 

I was asked to become a councillor by many councillors and parishioner’s to which I hoped that I 

would be able to help in the future of the parish. 

My company is the second largest employer within the parish and the largest within Slaton itself 

with in excess of 50 staff and increases at times up to excess of 100 staff. 

We are the largest equestrian village in the uk and have weekends that see more the 2000 clients 

per day and produce a huge amount of income for local small/medium /and large businesses. 

I have personally on numerous occasions shown the total inconsistences and mistakes, come 

unwillingness from 3-4 off the volunteer’s involved in obtaining information for the plan. 

This includes 

Total failure to obtain an housing need 

We obtained a survey in 2015 to where an offer to build 18 homes and to transfer for perpetuity 9 

houses to a trust to which was set up for the residents and there family’s within the parish. 

This was fully!!!!supported and the survey highlighted 23 parishioner’s between 21 and 35 that lived 

with family/friends within the parish with no way of moving or buying within this area because of 

costs. 

Also several older people within Slapton village some of which have lived there for 60+years and 

now struggling financially alone in 3 bed homes do not wish to move away from their friends as the 

need for support is imperative and have no way to downsize they are now staying downstairs in 1 

room as heating costs are more than paying a bedroom tax. The need for bungalows has never been 

greater and no provision has been put for forward within this plan. 

Unfortunately AVDC decided that they would refuse even though this was fully supported and 

documented by the parish and parish council. 

The ex-chairman ????To whom no longer lives within the parish and only did for 2 years decided that 

a plot of land that backed onto his own home and designated as one of the only infill possibility’s 

should be removed from potential building plots .this was confirmed that this was the case by 

councillor MacCleland to whom was chair of the site selection for the steering group? 

This is only one case of many that some people involved within the steering group used this for their 

personal gain. 

The questionnaire that was circulated was flawed terrible and no real option was given to the parish 

in many cases. 



This was more a directive on what is needed and a vision of the volunteers. 

The group started within excess of 20 people and within no time at all it was seen what was going on 

with no real choices allowed that and so 60% left the group  

They chose on advice from a paid consultant (not to make waves) just to decide what was important 

to get this past yourselves. This is not what the future of a parish is about please note that from the 

core group of half a dozen I think only one has children at home . 

No housing assessment even after the recommendations for over 2 years from the parish council 

was ever undertaken. This was also requested in sept/Oct parish council meeting and voted to be 

obtained. 

Cllr Melinda woof to whom is one of the 4/5 on the steering group chose to ignore what the 

councillors had voted for so not to stop this revue  

However as a main employer and one of the largest land owners I then took it upon myself to ask 

employees the following 

1. if there were more affordable homes that included ,rental ,shared ownership,1/2 bedroom 

homes for sale with the help to buy government scheme who would be interested . 

2. 36 staff from New Bury farm alone, would, and need to move closer to work as there costs 

of travel compared with their income means that some are currently looking to leave to try 

to obtain work closer to home . 

3. This has a massive? Over the future of Bury farm, as gaining workforce is so hard as there is 

on homes to be available. 

4. 8 people from within Slapton are employed but having to live with parents and friends 

currently. 

 

This is a massive issue going forward for Slapton parish, no allocation of housing need has 

been undertaken for now let alone the future 12 years, so many have voiced their upset and 

disgust in the way this has been forced through   

 

Cllr Wright approached Smiths haulage Ltd to who employ approx. 70 staff a now!!!And are 

about to bring their coach company into the parish  

They currently have to send buses to other areas (Tring, Leighton buzzard, Hemel 

Hempstead) to bring in staff as there is nowhere for housing within this parish and too 

expensive to go to neighbouring new towns. 

 

The government have said how this is a priority for rural homes and employment but this 

has been totally ignored in this plan. 

 

The next question that was addressed so many times was a new village outline. 

The steering group (cllr gough) decided that Bury Farm, Mill rd. Slapton. Would be outside of 

the village boundary, along with the Third largest employer?, Hill Farm, Slapton. Would not 

be within the Slapton boundary ,this was to try to prevent any expansion as per the 

survey!!!! Of non-agricultural employment again against all government guidelines 



There are 7 residential homes currently at Bury Farm and the largest employer, and also 

contributor to the precept, and 4 residential homes, 4 holiday lets at hill farm this is 

approximately 10% of Slapton village’s residential addresses. 

Against huge objection this was also ignored! 

 

 Several Offers of areas for a new village were  not disclosed but addressed at many parish 

council meetings but only one option put forward .this was from the Phipps family on land 

near the parish church…protected green land space !!!!! 

Please note an application for 12 new houses was waiting to be put in next to the new hall 

by Mrs Phipps 

P.N Mrs Phipps is on the steering group????? 

 

At the Dec parish council meeting the all the previous and more was discussed but Cllr woof 

insisted that a vote be carried out  

4 people voted to push this through even though it is wrong and not what is right nor asked 

for  

 

Cllr woof   currently employed by Bucks county council and also a main member of the 

Voluntary!!!!!!!!Steering group vice chair 

 

New Cllr packman steering group Chairman, newly joined the parish council 3 months ago 

recommended by Melinda woof. 

 

Cllr Macclelan steering group chairman of building plots!!!!!!!!! 

 

Cllr Wakefield   parish council approx. 1 year steering committee  

 

Against   

 

Cllr Dugard  6 years councillor  

Cllr Wright 7 years councillor 

 

Abstained but made it quite clear why 

Cllr Williams  

18 years chairman of the parish council 

 

Please accept my apologies for the late presentation but this whole plan is floored and 

would be a disgrace if it were to be accepted in this. 

The parishioners have not all been involved and the questionnaire was not only misguiding 

but also not all true and deliberately misleading. 

 

At the last parish meeting Cllr Packman chairman of the steering group said “If people need 

cheaper homes they could go to Leighton Buzzard they start at £150000-£200000 there “to 

which disgusted us all!!!! 

People on a low income wage could never do this  



 

This has been a small group that in my mind have been short sighted ,mislead and also 

biased to their own needs and wants(not in my back yard scenario)  

 

No concern has been given to employers, employees, the young or old, the lower earners or 

state supported.  

This is a NEIGHBOURHOOD plan for the future  

Please do not allow this to go forward without all the needs of this parish being addressed. 

Some people may not be here to see the damage this could cause. 

Many thanks  

 

 

Cllr Alan Dugard  

Managing Director  

Of the Interguide Group of companies  

   

 

  

  



 

Cont/d.. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stephanie Buller 
Neighbourhood Planning Officer 
Aylesbury Vale District Council 
Planning Policy, Community Fulfilment 
The Gateway Gatehouse Road 
AYLESBURY 
Buckinghamshire 
HP19 8FF 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Our ref: WA/2006/000227/OR-
38/PO1-L01 
Your ref:  
 
Date:  09 January 2018 
 
 

Dear Sir/Madam 
 
Slapton Neighbourhood Plan – Reg 16 Submission consultation. 
 
 
Thank you for consulting the Environment Agency on the Draft Neighbourhood Plan for 
Slapton.  
 
We aim to reduce flood risk, while protecting and enhancing the water environment. We 
have had to focus our detailed engagement to those areas where the environmental risks 
are greatest.  
 
Based on the environmental constraints within the area, we have no detailed comments 
to make in relation to the Plan at this stage. Together with Natural England, English 
Heritage and Forestry Commission we have published joint advice on neighbourhood 
planning. This sets out sources of environmental information and ideas on incorporating 
the environment into plans. This is available at:  
 
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140328084622/http:/cdn.environment-
agency.gov.uk/LIT_6524_7da381.pdf  
 
 
We are pleased to see that the two potential reserved housing sites are both located 
within Flood Zone 1, ie areas at the lowest probability of flooding.  
 
The Local Authority will be able to advise if there are areas at risk from surface water 
flood risk (including groundwater and sewerage flood risk) in your neighbourhood plan 
area.  The Surface Water Management Plan will contain recommendations and actions 
about how such sites can help reduce the risk of flooding. This may be useful when 
developing policies or guidance for particular sites and sustainable drainage measures 
can complement other objectives such as enhancing green spaces.  
 
 

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140328084622/http:/cdn.environment-agency.gov.uk/LIT_6524_7da381.pdf
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140328084622/http:/cdn.environment-agency.gov.uk/LIT_6524_7da381.pdf


End 2 

Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Judith Johnson 
Sustainable Places team 
 
Direct dial 020 3025 9495 
e-mail planning_THM@environment-agency.gov.uk  
 
 
 
 

mailto:planning_THM@environment-agency.gov.uk


 
 

From: Alec Packham [mailto:alecpackham@googlemail.com]  
Sent: 26 January 2018 12:07 

To: Buller, Stephanie 
Subject: Correction of Policy Maps document 

 

Dear Stephanie, 

I am writing to you in my capacity of Chair of Slapton Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group 
and as a Parish Councillor on behalf of Slapton Parish Council, to which the Steering Group 
report. 

Please would you make the appropriate approaches with regard to correcting an error in a 
document we previously submitted as part of our Neighbourhood Plan. 

An error in our Policy Maps document has been brought to our attention. The Canal & River 
Trust noticed an inconsistency between our documents that highlighted a mapping error on 
Inset 1 (page 4) of 'The Parish Of Slapton Policy Maps' dated December 2017. The original 
boundary drawn around Slapton Lockside in Policy Maps Inset 1 failed to include the side 
pond area that had been defined in Fig 1 (page 4) of 'The Parish Of Slapton Green Issues 
Report'.  

The Inset Map in the Policy Maps, that now includes the area known as the 'side ponds', is 
indicative only and hence slightly less accurate than the satellite image with overlay used in 
the Green Issue Report. Please accept the Green Issue Fig 1 as being the definitive outline. 

Thank you Stephanie. 

Kind regards 

Alec Packham 
Chair 
Slapton Neighbourhood Development Plan Steering Group 
07717 293 400 
01525 221 478 
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Slapton Neighbourhood Plan 
 

Aylesbury Vale District Council has published the final version of the Slapton 
Neighbourhood Plan. The Slapton Neighbourhood Plan and supporting documents are 
available to view at https://www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/section/neighbourhood-planning/ and 
paper copies are available to view at the AVDCs offices at the Gateway in Aylesbury. 
 
This consultation seeks your views on the Slapton Neighbourhood Plan and whether it 
meets the basic conditions1. All comments will be sent to an independent examiner who 
will examine the plan. If the examiner determines that the plan meets the basic 
conditions then a referendum shall be held on whether to ‘make’ the Neighbourhood 
Plan.  
 
All comments should be received by 5pm on Wednesday 17th January 2018. 
 

How to submit your comments? 
Comments can  be: 

 Emailed to: planningpolicy@aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk  

 Posted to: Planning Policy, AVDC, The Gateway, Gatehouse Road, Aylesbury, 
Bucks, HP19 8FF, DX 4130 Aylesbury 1 (Please leave time to ensure it is delivered  
to our offices before the closing date & time). 

 

Completing the comments form 
There are two parts to this comment form: 
 

 Part A Personal/agent contact details (personal details will not be published except 
your name and organisation if applicable). 
 

 Part B For comment (this will be made publically available).  
 
Please do not send multiple copies of the same comment (either electronically or in 
writing). Where groups share a common view you can submit one comment representing 
the group. 

                                                
1
 http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/neighbourhood-planning/the-basic-conditions-that-a-

draft-neighbourhood-plan-or-order-must-meet-if-it-is-to-proceed-to-referendum/  

Slapton Neighbourhood Plan Publication 
Stage Consultation  

Comment Form  
December 2017 - January 2018 

https://www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/section/neighbourhood-planning/
mailto:planningpolicy@aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/neighbourhood-planning/the-basic-conditions-that-a-draft-neighbourhood-plan-or-order-must-meet-if-it-is-to-proceed-to-referendum/
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/neighbourhood-planning/the-basic-conditions-that-a-draft-neighbourhood-plan-or-order-must-meet-if-it-is-to-proceed-to-referendum/


 

Comments form: Slapton Neighbourhood Plan publication stage 

Part A: Contact Details 

1. Personal Contact Details: If an AGENT please also complete Q2. If you provide an 
email address we will contact you that way as this helps us save time and resources. 
We need your contact details to take your comments into account. Personal details 
will not ConDetails will not be published except for your name and organisation.      

 
A

ge
nt 
de
tai
ls 
(w
he
re 
ap
pli
ca
bl
e): 

 

Title   

First Name   

Last Name   

Job Title (where relevant)   

Organisation (where relevant)  

Email (if provided we will always contact 
you this way)  

 

Address   

City/Town   

County   

Postcode   

Telephone Number   

 
 
  

3. Which of the following do you consider yourself (please tick only one): 
 

Adjoining Local Authority   □ 
Other Local Authority   □ 
Member of the Public    □ 
Parish or Town Councillor    □ 
Developer Interest      □ 
Community or Stakeholder Group  □ 
Environmental Organisation   □ 
Other (please specify) __Natural England - Statutory Consultee___________ 
 

End of part A 

Title Ms 

First Name Kirsty 

Last Name Macpherson 

Job Title (where relevant) Lead Advisor 

Organisation (where relevant) Natural England 

Email (if provided we will 
always contact you this way) 

Kirsty.macpherson@naturalengland.org.uk 
 

Address Northgate House,  6th Floor, 21-23 Valpy Street 
Reading 
Berkshire  
RG1 1AF 

 

City/Town  

County  

mailto:Kirsty.macpherson@naturalengland.org.uk


 

Part B: Comments on the Neighbourhood Plan 

Please note all comments will be made publically available. If you do not have sufficient 
space please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. 

 

1. Which part of the Slapton Neighbourhood Plan does your comment relate to? 

 

 
2. Please make your comments here. Please be as precise as possible and ensure 

any relevant evidence and supporting information is included. There will not 
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further comments.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Policy SLP3: Village Hall 

Policy SLP2: Housing Site Reservations, which covers development on both sides of Mill 
Road, has the condition “housing scheme will be supported, provided:; iii. The 
development proposals demonstrate there will be a net gain in biodiversity.”  Why is this 
not the case for development associated with the Village Hall. 
 
Please add the following to Policy SLP3: Village Hall 
 
“Should the proposals require any enabling housing development, then the following 
conditions will apply”;: 
 
xii. The development proposals will demonstrate a net gain in biodiversity.   
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Do you wish to be notified of Aylesbury Vale District Council’s decision to ‘make’ the 
neighbourhood Plan  
 
Yes     x□ 
No      □ 
 
End of part B 
 
Thank you for completing the comment form. 
 

  

 
  

Contact Details 
If you have any questions, comments or queries please contact us on the details below: 

 

Planning Policy - Telephone: 01296 585679 
 

Email: planningpolicy@aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk 
 

Address: The Gateway, Gatehouse Road, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP19 8FF, DX 4130 Aylesbury 1 
 

Website: http://www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/planning-policy/ 

 
 
 
 

mailto:planningpolicy@aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk
http://www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/planning-policy/
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Neighbourhood Planning Officer,  
Planning Policy,  
Aylesbury Vale District Council, 
The Gateway,  
Gatehouse Road,  
Aylesbury,  
HP19 8FF 
 
By Email:  planningpolicy@aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk  
 
 
Dear Sir / Madam 
 
Slapton Neighbourhood Plan – Submission Version Consultation (22/12/17-09/02/18) 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the formal submission version of the Slapton 
Neighbourhood Plan (SNP).  We have several comments to make in respect of the SNP and 
these are set out below. 
 
1 Paragraphs 5.2, 5.7-5.12 and policy SLP1 
These paragraphs and the policy in particular refer to the introduction of a clearly defined 
settlement boundary, a policy approach that is not utilised in the Aylesbury Vale District Local 
Plan (Jan 2004 – the ‘AVLP’).  Paragraph 5.8 makes clear that this policy is intended to ‘replace’ 
saved policies RA3, RA13 and RA14.  Oddly none of those policies are referred to as relevant to 
the SNP at paragraph 3.5 of the draft NP. 
 
This is of concern because those policies will remain in force at the point a NP is made.  The 
strategic policies in the development plan include policies RA13 and 14 which apply to a large 
number of settlements listed in Appendix 4 of the Local Plan, including Slapton.  Those policies 
do not provide for a ‘settlement boundary’ approach to development, instead falling back on the 
more appropriate ‘built-up area’ approach which sensibly allows development to take place where 
it is adjacent to the built up area, for example (see saved Local Plan policy RA14). 
 
This might be an understandable approach if settlement boundaries were proposed in the 
emerging Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan submission version (November 2017) but again that is not 
the case. Draft policy S3 and Table 2 of the emerging Local Plan provide for development ‘at’ (i.e. 
not within the settlement boundary of) Slapton which is classified as a small village under policy 
S3.  Draft policy D3 supports development within the existing developed footprint of smaller 
villages, but again this is not a settlement boundary policy, it is more flexible. 
 
This is unsurprising given that there will always be cases where there are sites that are notionally 
outside a line on a plan but which are in a sustainable location nonetheless, as recognised in 
paragraph 55 of the NPPF.  Recent court cases (eg Braintree and Dartford) recognise that (a)  
‘isolated dwelling’ means the common sense interpretation, ie far away from other dwellings, and 
(b) development on brownfield land in the countryside is acceptable in certain circumstances.  
Appeals such as a recent one at Edgcott (APP/J0405/A/13/2208542) apply saved policy RA14 
more flexibly than previously interpreted so again a common-sense approach is generally 
accepted as being correct, rather than a rigid settlement boundary approach.   
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There is no justification for adopting a settlement boundary approach in Slapton because it is not 
only not founded on evidence that is available to the examiner, but furthermore it is inconsistent 
with both the saved and emerging Local Plan policies.  If development is sustainable 10 metres 
inside a ‘settlement boundary’ then it is also sustainable 10 metres outside that boundary (all 
other things being equal) and there is therefore also a conflict with the NPPF and paragraph 55 in 
particular. 
 
Finally, the introduction of a settlement boundary policy will not help to ‘boost significantly the 
supply of housing’ (NPPF Para 47).  It will act as a policy of constraint which runs counter to the 
objectives in the NPPF.   
 
As a consequence, the submission SNP is considered to fail three of the basic conditions in 
respect of this draft policy: 
 

 It fails to have regard to national policies and advice contained in guidance issued by the 
Secretary of State 

 It fails to ensure that the making of the Neighbourhood Plan contributes to the 
achievement of sustainable development. 

 It fails to ensure that the making of the Neighbourhood Plan is in general conformity with 
the strategic policies contained in the Development Plan for the area of the authority (or 
any part of that area) 

 
The policy should therefore be deleted from the SNP. 
 
2. Policy SLP2 and paragraphs 5.13-5.16 
This policy is also somewhat confused in that it seeks to reserve a single site for housing, 
effectively placing a cap on the number of houses deemed acceptable within the Plan area, 
something that has been determined to be inappropriate in a number of Neighbourhood Plans.  
Examples include the Headcorn NP (see paras 2.32-2.34 of the Examiner’s Report) and Norley 
NP (see paras 4.35-4.38 of the Examiner’s Report).  It is neither appropriate to seek to cap the 
capacity of a single site or indeed to place a cap on the number of dwellings that can be 
sustainably delivered at a settlement like Slapton / the SNP area.   
 
Even seeking to clarify the situations in which a site might be released in the policy as has been 
attempted in is inappropriate because the site the subject of policy SLP2 or any other site might 
be found to be sustainable for a number of reasons that are not mentioned in the draft policy.   
 
The reliance on an unclear justification for the housing needs of the NP area, in the absence of 
an up to date housing needs assessment (despite a recent (2015) informal assessment for the 
village identifying an immediate need of approximately 30 dwellings), undermines the provision of 
any limit on the number of dwellings that should be delivered in the NP area. 
 
Whilst the Housing White Paper indicated that in future LPAs would be expected to provide 
housing quanta for NP areas, that is not yet a requirement and there is therefore insufficient 
evidence to support the stated capped number of dwellings, both at a site specific level and in the 
wider NP area. 
 
The policy fails to support the effective delivery of housing and thus fails to have regard to the 
requirements of the NPPF paras 17 and 47. 
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The policy therefore fails to meet the national policy and sustainable development basic 
conditions.  
 
3. Policy SLP3 and paragraphs 5.17-5.20 
The policy is unnecessarily restrictive in requiring sites to adjoin the settlement boundary as that 
effectively precludes any other sites that would equally meet the requirement.  An application has 
recently been lodged for a village hall and car park as well as residential development (the latter 
on brownfield land) at Bury Farm, Slapton.  This site lies 70 metres to the north east of a recently 
approved housing site ref 16/03204/AOP, and only 10 metres from the edge of the policy SLP2 
housing reserve sites, connected by an existing footpath and is therefore essentially physically 
connected to the village, other than with one small gap.  The application is capable of delivering 
the community’s requirements for a village hall and in many other respects addressing the policy 
requirements in draft policy SLP3.  There is space for allotments if required, on the land at Bury 
Farm to the north of the application site, yet the policy is so tightly worded it appears to be 
designed to lead to the conclusion that only one site is suitable in the NP area and nowhere else. 
 
The policy may not deliver the required development as a result, whereas by relaxing the 
‘adjacent to the settlement’ requirement in a logical manner, would allow other sustainably 
located sites to come forward too, such as the site the subject of the recent application (see 
enclosed plan). 
 
4. Policy SLP4 and paragraphs 5.20-5.21  
This policy fails to reflect the permitted development rights that exist to allow employment uses to 
develop through change of use and the associated ‘prior approval’ requirements (see the GPDO 
and specifically Schedule 2 Part 3 classes R, S and T, or via farm diversification schemes.  If the 
intention is to support farm diversification schemes then the policy should be re-worded to reflect 
this.  
 
The above represent our considered view of the draft SNP and the degree to which the proposed 
policies meet the basic conditions.  Should the examiner require further information from 
Bluestone Planning in this regard, we would be happy to assist. Should a hearing be held into the 
SNP we would be grateful for the opportunity to attend and speak to these issues. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 

 
Jeremy Flawn 
Partner - Bluestone Planning 
 
Encs. 
 
 



 
 

Transport  Economy  Environment  
 
Mark Kemp 
Director Growth, Strategy & Highways 
 

Buckinghamshire County Council 
County Hall, Walton Street 

Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire HP20 1UA 

  

Stephanie Buller, 
Planning Policy, 
AVDC, The Gateway, 
Gatehouse Road, 
Aylesbury, 
HP19 8FF 
 
Submitted by email: 
planningpolicy@aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk 

Mr Ben Stutman  
01296 382577 

strat_planning@buckscc.gov.uk 
 

Telephone 0845 3708090 
www.buckscc.gov.uk 

 
Date: 9th February 2018  

 
Dear Stephanie Buller, 
 

Slapton Neighbourhood Plan – Submission Consultation 

 
Thank you for consulting Buckinghamshire County Council (BCC). BCC welcomes the opportunity 
to comment on the Slapton Parish Neighbourhood Plan Submission Consultation. 
 
Buckinghamshire County Council (BCC) has a statutory role for strategic planning as the County 
Highways Authority, County Transport Authority, County Flood Authority, County Education 
Authority and County Minerals and Waste Planning Authority; and an obligation for joint working 
with the District Councils on their local plans.  The County Council also fulfils other functions which 
advise on planning proposals such as the County Archaeology Service which maintains the local 
Historic Environment Record, the County Ecology Advice Service which has responsibility for 
monitoring and protecting the natural environment including the maintenance of the Bucks and 
Milton Keynes Environmental Records Centre and ecological resource of the County and the 
Public Rights of Way service which has responsibility for managing and maintaining the County’s 
Definitive Map. 
 
BCC as a statutory Authority has an influencing role over County wide strategic planning matters 
with each of the Districts within Buckinghamshire and nearby local authorities as part of the duty to 
co-operate (Localism Act 2011) and a public health obligation to safeguard social, economic and 
environmental wellbeing of the County. 
 
BCC welcomes the inclusion of our comments submitted to the Parish during the pre-submission 
and Strategic Environmental Assessment Scoping Report consultations. Annex A below sets out 
further comments to consider before the plan goes to examination. These include considerations 
around Transport Strategy, Public Transport and Archaeology. 
 
If you have any queries, please contact the strategic planning team via the following email 
address: strat_planning@buckscc.gov.uk. 
 
 
Yours faithfully, 

 

 

 
 
Ben Stutman 
Growth and Strategy Graduate Officer 
Email: strat_planning@buckscc.gov.uk 

mailto:planningpolicy@aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk
mailto:strat_planning@buckscc.gov.uk
http://www.buckscc.gov.uk/
mailto:strat_planning@buckscc.gov.uk


 
 

 
 
 
Annex A: matters of consideration for the decision maker 

 
Transport Strategy 
 
The Plan states that there is little opportunity for sustainable travel; although this is true, the Plan 
later discusses an area which is good for sustainable development because of its proximity to local 
centres, which are accessible by private transport.  We believe that this statement means that the 
area is not fully sustainable, as there are no plans to improve sustainable travel. 

 
The Plan states that Cheddington Station is 2 miles away.  This is well within cycling distance and 
potential developers should be encouraged to provide contributions to improve cycling to and from 
the station.   

 
 
Public Transport 
 
While there is a lack of frequency of buses into local towns, most residents will wish to access a 
wide range of potential employment and education destinations. We believe that support for a local 
community transport project could be beneficial. 
 
 
Archaeology 
 
The Buckinghamshire County Archaeological Service maintains the local Historic Environment 
Record and provides expert advice on archaeology and related matters. The historic environment 
is recognised as a non-renewable, outstanding and distinctive resource that contributes to 
Buckinghamshire’s economy, tourism, education, and culture and community identity. 
Understanding the heritage value of a Neighbourhood Planning Area is an important part of 
developing the Plan.  
 
We provided extensive advice in November 2016 regarding the importance of considering the 
historic environment in Neighbourhood Plans and encouraging the committee to consult the 
Historic Environment Record here at BCC.  It is disappointing to see that there is little mention of 
the historic environment in this plan.  Slapton Parish has a wealth of heritage assets.  As well as 
the designated assets (listed buildings, locks etc), there are numerous prehistoric, Roman and 
medieval archaeological sites, and later landscape features such as the canal, railway and 
coprolite quarries. These all form part of the historic environment of Slapton and we would 
encourage the committee to consider including a detailed section on heritage within their plan.   
 











 
 

From: Steve Craddock [mailto:Steve.Craddock@canalrivertrust.org.uk]  
Sent: 09 February 2018 09:38 

To: Planning Policy 
Cc: Jane Hennell 

Subject: RE: Slapton Neighbourhood Plan - Canal & River Trust response 

 
Notification 9/2/18 
 
Dear Sir / Madam, 
 
I would be grateful if you could replace the version of the Canal & River Trust response to the 
Slapton Neighbourhood Plan that I submitted yesterday evening with this one.  The letter submitted 
yesterday erroneously contained reference numbers, which have now been removed.  The main 
body of the response is identical. 
 
Sorry for any confusion. 
 
Steve 
 
 
Steve Craddock MRTPI 
Planning Manager – London, South & South Wales |   M 07768 
560282  |  steve.craddock@canalrivertrust.org.uk| 
Swyddog Cynllunio – Y De a De Cymru 
 
From: Steve Craddock  
Sent: 08 February 2018 17:30 
To: 'planningpolicy@aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk' <planningpolicy@aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk> 
Cc: Jane Hennell <Jane.Hennell@canalrivertrust.org.uk> 
Subject: Slapton Neighbourhood Plan - Canal & River Trust response 
 
Dear Sir / Madam, 
 
Please find the Canal & River Trust’s comments on the Slapton Neighbourhood Plan attached. 
 
I am submitting these on behalf of the Trust’s Area Planner covering Aylesbury Vale, Jane Hennell, 
who is currently out of the office. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Steve 
 
 
Steve Craddock MRTPI 

Planning Manager – London, South & South Wales – Canal & River Trust 

Swyddog Cynllunio – Y De a De Cymru – Canal & River Trust 
 
The Toll House, Little Venice, Delamere Terrace, London W2 6ND 
07768 560282 

 
Please visit www.canalrivertrust.org.uk to find out more about the Canal & River Trust  

mailto:steve.craddock@canalrivertrust.org.uk%7C
mailto:planningpolicy@aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk
mailto:Jane.Hennell@canalrivertrust.org.uk
http://www.canalrivertrust.org.uk/


Follow @canalrivertrust from the Canal & River Trust on Twitter. 

 
Ewch i www.canalrivertrust.org.uk i ddysgu rhagor am y Canal & River Trust 
Dilynwch @canalrivertrust o’r Canal & River Trust ar Twitter. 

 

 

Keep in touch  
Sign up for the Canal & River Trust e-newsletter https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/newsletter  
Become a fan on https://www.facebook.com/canalrivertrust  
Follow us on  https://twitter.com/canalrivertrust and https://www.instagram.com/canalrivertrust  

This email and its attachments are intended solely for the use of the intended recipient. If you are not 
the intended recipient of this email and its attachments, you must take no action based upon them; 
please delete without copying or forwarding and inform the sender that you received them in error. 
Any views or opinions expressed are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent 
those of The Canal & River Trust. 

Canal & River Trust is a charitable company limited by guarantee registered in England & Wales with 
company number 7807276 and charity number 1146792. Registered office address First Floor North, 
Station House, 500 Elder Gate, Milton Keynes MK9 1BB. 

Cadw mewn cysylltiad  
Cofrestrwch i dderbyn e-gylchlythyr Glandŵr Cymru https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/newsletter  
Cefnogwch ni ar https://www.facebook.com/canalrivertrust  
Dilynwch ni ar  https://twitter.com/canalrivertrust ac https://www.instagram.com/canalrivertrust  

Mae’r e-bost hwn a’i atodiadau ar gyfer defnydd y derbynnydd bwriedig yn unig. Os nad chi yw 
derbynnydd bwriedig yr e-bost hwn a’i atodiadau, ni ddylech gymryd unrhyw gamau ar sail y cynnwys, 
ond yn hytrach dylech eu dileu heb eu copïo na’u hanfon ymlaen a rhoi gwybod i’r anfonwr eich bod 
wedi eu derbyn ar ddamwain. Mae unrhyw farn neu safbwynt a fynegir yn eiddo i’r awdur yn unig ac 
nid ydynt o reidrwydd yn cynrychioli barn a safbwyntiau Glandŵr Cymru. 

Mae Glandŵr Cymru yn gwmni cyfyngedig drwy warant a gofrestrwyd yng Nghymru a Lloegr gyda rhif 
cwmni 7807276 a rhif elusen gofrestredig 1146792. Swyddfa gofrestredig: First Floor North, Station 
House, 500 Elder Gate, Milton Keynes MK9 1BB. 

 

http://www.canalrivertrust.org.uk/
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/newsletter
https://www.facebook.com/canalrivertrust
https://twitter.com/canalrivertrust
https://www.instagram.com/canalrivertrust
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/newsletter
https://www.facebook.com/canalrivertrust
https://twitter.com/canalrivertrust
https://www.instagram.com/canalrivertrust
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8 February 2018 

 

Neighbourhood Planning Officer 

Planning Policy 

AVDC 

The Gateway 

Gatehouse Road 

Aylesbury 

HP19 8FF 

 

Dear Sir / Madam, 

 

SLAPTON NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN – SUBMISSION PLAN 
 
The Canal & River Trust (the Trust) is the guardian of 2,000 miles of historic waterways across 
England and Wales. We are among the largest charities in the UK. Our vision is that “living 
waterways transform places and enrich lives”.  
 
The Trust has a range of charitable objects including:  
 

• To hold in trust or own and to operate and manage inland waterways for public benefit, 

use and enjoyment;  

• To protect and conserve objects and buildings of heritage interest;  

• To further the conservation, protection and improvement of the natural environment of 

inland waterways; and  

• To promote sustainable development in the vicinity of any inland waterways for the 

benefit of the public.  

The Trust is a statutory consultee in the development management process.  
 
Part of the Grand Union Canal runs through the parish and the Trust welcome the way in 
which the Neighbourhood Plan makes it clear that the Grand Union Canal is valued by the 
local community. The Neighbourhood plan describes the towpath as a spine running from 
north to south. 
 
The plan states at paragraph 2.4 that ‘the Grand Union Canal, provides the opportunity for 
some appropriate, small scale commercial opportunities. The Grove Lock public house, and 
a small lay-by marina and campsite adjacent, have been developed since 2000 from a depot 
previously owned by British Waterways. Hill Farm and Orchard, sited next to the canal by 
Slapton Canal Bridge has diversified and provides ‘glamping’ opportunities in four wooden 
wigwams. This scale and type of development enhances the tranquil, rural setting’. 
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The Trust note that the Neighbourhood plan includes a proposed green space designation 
under Policy SLP5 at ‘Slapton Lockside’, lock 30 of the Grand Union Canal. 
 
Lock 30 is a broad lock and the lock chamber and approach walls are constructed in red/brown 
brick with stone copings. The lock has double mitre gates to top and bottom. The lock is not a 
designated heritage asset. 
 
The Trust is confident that the proposed Local Greenspace policy is based on a desire to 
protect this valued asset and this is welcomed by the Trust.  The Trust agree that the lockside 
forms part of an invaluable blue/green infrastructure for health and wellbeing and acts as an 
important wildlife corridor. However, the Trust has concerns about possible unintended 
consequences of Policy SLP5. The Trust considers that changes are required for the plan to 
meet the basic conditions required prior to any referendum taking place.  Possible solutions 
are suggested below.  Additionally the Trust will be pleased to engage further with the Parish 
Council in order to agree a suitable alternative policy that supports both the intentions of the 
Parish Council together with the charitable objectives of the Trust.  
 
The Trust consider that the following issues need to be addressed in order to ensure that the 
plan meets the statutory basic conditions that a neighbourhood plan must meet before it can 
progress to a referendum:  
 

a) The boundary of the proposed lockside local green space is not clearly defined on the 

proposals map as it contradicts that shown in the background documents.  

b) The proposed allocation of the lockside local green space is not in accordance with 

national planning policy.  

The Boundary 
 
The submitted proposals map of the Neighbourhood Plan appears to indicate, under policy 
SLP5 that the lockside Local Green space designation only includes the lock landing and 
towpath area adjacent to the lock. The boundary drawn around Slapton Lockside in Policy 
Maps Inset 1 does not include the side pond area and lock chamber. However, the area shown 
defined in Fig 1 (page 4) of 'The Parish of Slapton Green Issues Report' includes the lock 
chamber and side ponds on the offside. Following further clarification from the Parish Council, 
which was provided to the Canal & River Trust late in the statutory consultation period, it 
appears that the background map properly reflects the council’s intention to designate land on 
both sides of the lock as ‘Local Green Space’ in accordance with paragraphs 76-77 of the 
NPPF. This therefore includes a section of towpath, lock landing on both sides of the lock, the 
lock chamber itself and the currently unused ponds on the offside.   
 
Applying Green Belt policy restrictions within these areas may restrict the ability of the Trust 
to provide facilities on the land that support active and thriving waterways. Examples may 
include visitor facilities, outdoor sports and recreation facilities (where these in some way 
impinge on openness) or facilities associated with moorings or the function of the waterway. 
Whilst the Trust has no plans to develop, or allow others to develop such facilities at the current 
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time, it is an expectation of the NPPF that a Local Green Space designation should be capable 
of enduring beyond the plan period.  As such, the designation may prevent development that 
supports the function, use and enjoyment of the waterway on this site in the long term and this 
is of great concern to the Trust. 
 
The impact of the designation of land adjacent to the lock as local green space has not 
considered how such a designation could impact on environmental, economic and social 
conditions for the canal and its users if it prevents proposals to enhance the enjoyment of the 
canal.  The Trust is keen to ensure that the impact of the designation is given the necessary 
consideration. 
 
Safety 
 
The proposal includes land on the offside of the canal, only accessible by crossing over the 
lock chamber using the gate walkways. These walkways are not deemed safe for general 
usage and are only provided for the convenience of boaters operating the locks. Whilst the 
Trust currently do not prevent unauthorised use, it does not wish to see an increase in such 
use encouraged by the designation of land on the offside as local green space and this safety 
point should be addressed prior to the referendum taking place. 
 
We note that the National Planning Practice Guidance on Local Green Spaces states that 
designated land does not need to be publicly accessible.  However, should the designation of 
the offside land be treated locally as implying that the land is freely accessible to the general 
public the Trust is concerned that an increase in use will lead to increased safety concerns.  
Consequently, the Trust may be required to take action to physically restrict access in order 
to protect the public.  Furthermore, the Trust would not wish to encourage access to the ponds, 
which are currently overgrown but may need to be brought back into operational use in the 
future.  
 
Part of the Parish Council’s justification for designating the lockside as Local Green Space is 
that it is used ‘daily’ (figure 2 of the Green Issues report).  The Trust question whether this is 
the case for the land on the offside of the canal and would like to see the supporting evidence 
of this point prior to the referendum. 
 
Compliance with National policy 
 
In order to be designated as local green space an area of land must meet all the qualifying 
criteria set out in para 77 of the NPPF which states that the “Local Green Space designation 
will not be appropriate for most green areas or open space. The designation should only be 
used:  
 

• where the green space is in reasonably close proximity to the community it serves; 

• where the green area is demonstrably special to a local community and holds a 

particular local significance, for example because of its beauty, historic significance, 
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recreational value (including as a playing field), tranquillity or richness of its wildlife; 

and  

• where the green area concerned is local in character and is not an extensive tract of 

land”.  

Close Proximity  
 
The plan describes, at Paragraph 6.1, that ‘the lockside lies just off Horton Road, 100 metres 
from the canal bridge. The area of land in closer proximity to Horton Road i.e. between canal 
bridge and the lock is not shown as designated although the land must be traversed in order 
to reach the proposed local green space. The Parish Council offer no explanation as to why 
this closer land is not included if the proximity to the village is seen as important to the rationale 
behind the designation. The Trust assert that to designate this closer land would fall foul of 
the policy requirement that Local Green Spaces should not be extensive tracts of land.  
However, it is evident that a key part of the lockside’s value is its connection to the wider canal 
network, both in terms of accessibility and character, to the extent that we question whether 
the designation of just the lockside itself meets the requirements of the NPPF.   
 
Demonstrably special and local in character 
 
The area is described as: 
 

’frequently visited by members of the community. It forms part of a popular circular 
walk, enjoyed particularly by dog walkers. The lockside is part of the Grand Union 
Canal infrastructure and is managed by Canal and River Trust (formerly British 
Waterways). 

 
Immediately above the lock four narrowboats on Long Term Moorings add colour and 
character. It forms part of an invaluable blue/green infrastructure for health and 
wellbeing and acts as an important wildlife corridor. 

 
The made-up track which leads from Horton Road is extended by a made-up path to 
the lockside and its bench, so affording good access and a destination for the disabled 
and parents with pushchairs’. 

 
The plan makes it clear that the land is well looked after and the towpath is part of the Grand 
Union Canal Walk, a long distance footpath, which must remain in use, unless there are 
operational or safety reasons to close it.  In addition, the plan states that the green spaces 
play an integral part in the enjoyment of the village and are therefore special to the local 
community and were supported by 81% of the respondees to the Household Survey of June 
2016. It appears that the survey did not test whether the lockside is of greater value to the 
community than the canal as a whole. 
 
The canal is a multi-functional asset but it has not been shown that the benefits that this 
proposed Local Green Space brings to the local area are demonstrably special when 
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compared to other sections of the canal within the plan boundary.  No evidence has been 
provided to indicate that there is a discernible difference in appearance, character or heritage 
value of this land to other areas of the canal, either within or outside of the neighbourhood 
plan area. The lockside is described as part of a circular walk, however the rest of the walk 
route is not included in the designation. The plan also highlights the area around the Grove 
Lock public house but the plan does not attempt to designate this land.  
 
In its role as a statutory undertaker, The Trust is responsible for regulating navigation on this 
waterway. Its primary duty, as set out in S10 of the Transport Act 1962 is to ‘provide to such 
an extent as they may feel expedient services and facilities on the inland waterways owned or 
managed by them’. We benefit from permitted development rights under The Town and 
Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995. This would remain 
unchanged by the designation. The canal forms part of our operational land and the Trust will 
continue to manage the canal as it does presently and in accordance with our charitable 
objectives which are set out above.  
 
Designating a green area as Local Green Space would give it protection consistent with that 
of Green Belt. Therefore, it may in the future restrict proposals which could possibly be 
considered outside of the scope of the Trust’s permitted development rights but are 
nonetheless in accordance with our charitable objectives. 
 
The Trust do not believe that this area of land should be segregated from the rest of the canal 
based purely on an artificial geographical boundary. In a previous appeal decision (‘Canal 
Bank West of Ladies Bridge Pewsey, Wiltshire’ - Appeal Ref: APP/E3905/C/06/2019638) the 
Inspector concluded that the whole canal formed a planning unit and a small section of it 
should not be treated as a separate unit. It is the opinion of the Trust that, in this context, the 
section of the Grand Union Canal, its towpath and associated operational land in this area is 
part of a planning unit comprising the entire Grand Union Canal and therefore forms part of 
an extensive tract of land. 
 
The Trust has serious concerns that a precedent could be set for designating other stretches 
of the canal network as Local Green Space, possibly resulting in situations that are contrary 
to the requirement to not designate extensive tracts of land.  
 
The Trust assert that the designation of the proposed land adjacent to the canal as Local 
Green Space has not been justified and that to do so would not meet the basic conditions in 
respect of an inconsistency with national policy and a failure to fully consider the impacts of 
the proposal on the achievement of sustainable development.  
 
For the reasons set out above, the designation of this section as Local Green space fails to 
meet the qualifying criteria set out in paragraph 77 of the NPPF. The Trust strongly suggest 
that the proposed Local Green Space allocation alongside the Grand Union Canal is deleted 
from the plan and replaced by a policy that clearly sets out the community’s aspirations for the 
Grand Union Canal corridor, without imposing Green Belt policy.  
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Green Infrastructure 
 
We note that the canal corridor is not specifically listed in the Neighbourhood plan as Green 
Infrastructure.  However, both the Trust and Aylesbury Vale District Council promote the canal 
as multi- functional Green infrastructure. The Parish Council may wish to consider whether 
recognising the canal corridor (where it falls within the plan area) as Green Infrastructure and 
marking it as such on the proposals map would be a suitable method of noting its value to the 
community instead.  
 
The basic conditions statement mentions that although this type of (LGS) designation was 
established by the NPPF and post-dates the Aylesbury Vales District Local Plan (adopted 
2004), it remains in line with its policies GP86 and GP87, which have a similar intent. 

 
Policies GP86 and GP87 relate to the provision of open space as a result of the development 
of new housing and are not relevant to the designation of ‘lockside’ as local green space. 
 
Policy GP81 of the adopted Aylesbury Vale District Local is more appropriate as it states that:  
 

‘Proposals for the development of canal-related facilities should respect the character 
and appearance of the canal, its setting and the surroundings. 

 
In dealing with applications for such development the Council will seek to avoid 
adverse impacts on: 
 

a) landscape, ecological interests and the countryside; 
b) townscape and the historic environment; and 
c) residential amenities. 

 
This policy adequately protects the lockside area without the need to introduce further 
restrictions and is more appropriate than policies GP86 and GP87.  
 
Perhaps of greater relevance is paragraph 10.63 of the submission version of the Vale of 
Aylesbury Local Plan (VALP), which was due to be submitted for examination in January 2018 
which states:  
 

‘protection and enhancement of open space, sport and recreation sites, and sites of 
importance to nature conservation will assist in maintaining the green infrastructure 
network. Green corridors consist of canals, river corridors and hedgerows, together 
with public rights of way. These can provide areas for walking, cycling and horse riding 
and also provide opportunities for wildlife migration, which on a strategic scale can 
help to address the impact of climate change on biodiversity. Development proposals 
will be expected to retain and enhance existing green corridors, and maximise the 
opportunity to form new links between existing open spaces’. 

 
Policy L1 Green infrastructure states that Aylesbury Vale District Council will work with 
partners to ensure that existing and new green infrastructure is identified, planned, delivered, 
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enhanced and managed in a strategic way as an integral part of supporting sustainable 
communities and sustainable growth. The Council will implement the most up-to-date green 
infrastructure strategies. Green infrastructure networks whether existing or potential are 
expected to be a key part of site master planning as required in the VALP. AVDC seeks to 
realise the potential of green infrastructure to assist communities with mitigating and adapting 
to climate change as well as meeting health initiatives. It seeks to deliver high quality, multi-
functional, accessible, and connected open spaces that are integral to new and existing 
development. It will do this at a landscape, district and local scale, looking beyond boundaries, 
to maximise opportunities arising from green infrastructure. 
 
The Trust has in the past, and will continue to work with ADVC to promote the Grand Union 
canal and its arms as multi -functional Green Infrastructure in accordance with our charitable 
objects.  
 
Conclusion  
 
The Trust request that the proposals map is revised to show that the none of the Grand Union 
Canal operational land is to be designated as Local Green Space.  
 
No evidence has been provided to indicate that there is a discernible difference in appearance, 
character or heritage value of this land to other areas of the canal, either within or outside of 
the neighbourhood plan area.  Designating this land as Local Green Space without such a 
justification could establish a precedent for designating the whole planning unit (the Grand 
Union Canal) as Local Green Space, which would clearly be contrary to the tests set out in 
paragraph 77 of the NPPF.  The Trust asserts that unless the designation of Local Green 
Space alongside the canal can be properly justified in accordance with national policy then 
this proposal should be deleted from the plan.  
 
The Trust also asserts that the Neighbourhood Plan recognises the benefits of the canal 
corridor as multi- functional Green Infrastructure rather than Local Green Space and that this 
is reflected within the policies map.  
 

Yours sincerely 
 

Jane Hennell 
Area Planner South & South Wales 
Jane.Hennell@canalrivertrust.org.uk 
07747 897793 
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From: Patience Stewart [mailto:sPatience@anglianwater.co.uk]  
Sent: 09 February 2018 09:37 

To: Planning Policy 
Subject: Slapton Neighbourhood Plan Publication  

 

Notification 9/2/18 
 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Slapton Neighbourhood Plan 
(Publication stage). The following response is submitted on behalf of Anglian 
Water.  

  
I would be grateful if you could confirm that you have received this response. 
 

Policy SLP2 Housing Site Reservations 

 
It is noted that the above site is reserved for housing subject to meeting a 

number of conditions. There is currently capacity within the both the water 
supply network and foul sewerage network to accommodate the above site. 
 

Policy SLP3 Village Hall and SLP4 Employment sites 

 

It is noted that the publication neighbourhood plan includes criteria based 
policies which be used to determine applications for the development of a new 

village hall and sites for employment purposes. 
 

Anglian Water would comment on any proposals for a new village hall or major 
employment sites as part of the planning application process. 
 

Notifications 
 
I would wish to be notified of Aylesbury Vale District Council’s decision to make the 
plan once an examination and referendum has taken place. 

 

Should you have any queries relating to this response please let me know. 
 
Regards, 

Stewart Patience 
Spatial Planning Manager 

 

Anglian Water Services Limited 

Mobile: 07764989051 

Thorpe Wood House, Thorpe Wood, Peterborough, PE3 6WT 

www.anglianwater.co.uk 
 

 

--*----*----*----*----*----*----*----*----*----*----*----*----*----*----*---*----*--- 

The information contained in this message is likely to be confidential and may be  

legally privileged. The dissemination, distribution, copying or disclosure of this  

http://newhawk/AboutUs/LoveEveryDrop/_layouts/Livelink/Retrieve.aspx/www.anglianwater.co.uk


message, or its contents, is strictly prohibited unless authorised by Anglian Water.  

It is intended only for the person named as addressee.  

Anglian Water cannot accept any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of  

this message, and does not authorise any contract to be made using the Internet. 

If you have received this message in error, please immediately return it to the  

sender at the above address and delete it from your computer. 

Anglian Water Services Limited 

Registered Office: Lancaster House, Lancaster Way, Ermine Business Park, Huntingdon, 

Cambridgeshire, PE29 6XU  

Registered in England No 2366656 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

 












